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The topology of the space of J–holomorphic maps to CP2

JEREMY MILLER

The purpose of this paper is to generalize a theorem of Segal proving that the space
of holomorphic maps from a Riemann surface to a complex projective space is
homology equivalent to the corresponding space of continuous maps through a range
of dimensions increasing with degree. We will address if a similar result holds when
other almost-complex structures are put on a projective space. For any compatible
almost complex structure J on CP2 , we prove that the inclusion map from the
space of J–holomorphic maps to the space of continuous maps induces a homology
surjection through a range of dimensions tending to infinity with degree. The proof
involves comparing the scanning map of topological chiral homology with analytic
gluing maps for J–holomorphic curves . This is an extension of the author’s work
regarding genus-zero case.

53D05; 55P48

1 Introduction

This paper represents a continuation of the work done in [23] generalizing the results
of Segal in [30]. To state these results, let us first fix some notation.

Definition 1.1 For a complex manifold M , complex curve .†g; j / of genus g

and A 2 H2.M /, let HolA..†g; j /;M / denote the space of holomorphic maps
uW †g!M with u�Œ†g�DA. Fix points pt2†g and m02M . Let Hol�A..†g; j/;M/

denote the subspace of maps u with u.pt/D m0 . Likewise, let MapA..†g; j /;M /

and Map�A..†g; j /;M / denote the corresponding spaces of continuous maps.

The complex structure on †g and CPm respectively give a preferred choice of
fundamental class on †g and a natural isomorphism H2.CPm/ D Z. The integer
corresponding to a homology class is called degree and agrees with the algebraic notion
of degree for algebraic maps. In [30], Segal proved a theorem comparing the topology
of Hol�d ..†g; j /;CPm/ and Map�

d
..†g; j /;CPm/.

Theorem 1.2 The inclusion map i W Hol�d ..†g; j /;CPm/ ! Map�
d
.†g;CPm/ in-

duces an isomorphism on homology groups Hi for i < .d � 2g/.2m � 1/ and a
surjection for i D .d � 2g/.2m� 1/.
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This theorem has been generalized in many ways. For example, Guest proved a similar
result when complex projective space is replaced by an arbitrary toric variety [10].
We consider a different generalization motivated by symplectic geometry. In personal
communication with Ralph Cohen, Yakov Eliashberg asked the following question:

Question Is Segal’s theorem still true if the standard complex structure on CPm is
replaced by some other almost complex structure J on CPm compatible with the
standard symplectic form?

Even for complex manifolds, it is still interesting to consider J–holomorphic curves
for nonintegrable almost complex structures J . By allowing the almost complex
structure to vary, one can show that various moduli spaces are manifolds or smooth
orbifolds. Also, since embedded J–holomorphic curves are symplectic submanifolds,
the topology of spaces of J–holomorphic curves is relevant to the symplectic isotopy
problem; see Sikorav [33] and Siebert and Tian [32]. Although the space of almost
complex structures compatible with a symplectic form is contractible, the topology of
the space of J–holomorphic curves can depend on choice of J . For example, in [1],
Abreu considered the case of a symplectic form on S2 �S2 where the two spheres
have different areas. He proved that the space of J–holomorphic curves representing
the homology class of the larger sphere can be empty or nonempty depending on the
choice of compatible almost complex structure.

The question of generalizing Segal’s theorem to the case of J–holomorphic curves has
been discussed in Cohen, Jones and Segal [6], Savelyev [28] and the author [23]. In [6],
they discuss a possible Morse-theoretic approach and in [28], they describe a related
problem involving the notion of q–complete symplectic manifolds. In [23], a partial
answer to Eliashberg’s question was given for genus-zero curves in CP2 . Namely, the
author proved the following theorem.

Theorem 1.3 Let J be any almost complex structure on CP2 compatible with the
standard symplectic form. The inclusion map

i W Hol�d .CP1; .CP2;J //!Map�d .CP1;CP2/

induces a surjection on Hi for i � 3d � 3.

The purpose of this paper is to generalize the above theorem to higher-genus J–
holomorphic curves in CP2 . Specifically, we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1.4 Let J be any compatible almost complex structure on CP2 . The
inclusion map

i W Hol�d .†g; .CP2;J //!Map�d .†g;CP2/

induces a surjection on homology groups Hi for i � .d �g� 1/=3.
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Here the symbol Hol.†g; � / denotes the space of all maps from †g which are holo-
morphic for some complex structure on †g . In Remark 5, we note that this theorem
can be strengthened to show that there are complex structures j on †g such that
Hol�d ..†g; j /; .CP2;J //!Map�

d
.†g;CP2/ is a homology surjection in range. How-

ever, our methods do not suffice to establish this strengthened result for all complex
structures on †g .

These results are a generalization of Segal’s theorem in [30] in the sense that general
almost complex structures on the range are considered, but also are a weakening of
Segal’s theorem in the sense that homology isomorphism is replaced by homology
surjection. The range of dimensions is also worse than that of Segal and we only
consider very special complex structures on the domain whereas Segal’s result is true
for any fixed complex structure on the domain.

Segal’s proof involves first noting that all holomorphic maps between †g and CPm

are algebraic. Then he relates spaces of polynomials to configuration spaces of labeled
particles which can be compared to mapping spaces via scanning maps in a manner
similar to Segal [29], McDuff [20] and Kallel [14]. However, for general almost
complex structures, it is completely unclear how to produce a configuration space
model for J–holomorphic mapping spaces.

The study of J–holomorphic curves is very different in dimensions 2, 4 and above. All
almost complex structures on real 2–dimensional manifolds are integrable and CP1

admits a unique complex structure up to diffeomorphism. Thus Segal’s original theorem
applies directly to all almost complex structures on CP1 . We focus on the case of
real 4–dimensional symplectic manifolds because of the phenomenon of automatic
transversality discovered by Gromov in [9]. Using Gromov compactness and automatic
transversality, Gromov proved that the topology of the space of degree-one rational
J–holomorphic maps to CP2 is independent of choice of almost complex structure.
We extend this result to degree-two rational J–holomorphic maps. Because automatic
transversality does not hold for manifolds of dimension 6 or above, we have so far
been unable to make progress generalizing Segal’s theorem in higher dimensions.

Even in dimension 4, complications arise preventing us from simply proving that the
topology of J–holomorphic mapping spaces is independent of J in higher degrees
and genera. However, we leverage these results about low-degree genus-zero J–
holomorphic maps to draw conclusions about higher degree and genus mapping spaces
using a gluing argument. This is similar in spirit to the arguments used by Atiyah and
Jones in [3] to study the topology of spaces of solutions to the Yang–Mills equation.

For J0 the standard integrable complex structure, Frederick Cohen introduced a little 2–
disks (D2 ) algebra structure on Hol�.CP1; .CP2;J0// given by juxtaposition of roots
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of polynomials; see Boyer and Mann [5]. This gives a way of constructing high-degree
J0 –holomorphic rational maps out of low-degree holomorphic rational maps. In [23],
this construction was generalized using a gluing construction to construct a partial
D2 –algebra structure on Hol�.CP1; .CP2;J // for any compatible almost complex
structure J . To study higher-genus mapping spaces, we use ideas from topological
chiral homology; see Salvatore [27] and [2; 18; 24].

Topological chiral homology gives a construction which takes in an En –algebra in
spaces A and a parallelized n–manifold M as inputs and produces a space

R
M A.

Intuitively, this space can be thought of as a space of collections of points in M

with labels in A, topologized in such a way that when points collide, their labels
add using the En structure. The space

R
M A comes with a natural map sW

R
M A!

Mapc.M;BnA/, with BnA being the n–fold delooping of A and Mapc denoting the
space of compactly supported maps. This map is called the scanning map and is often
a homotopy equivalence [18] and always a stable homology equivalence [24]. The
term stable homology equivalence is a slight weakening of the condition that a map
induces a homology equivalence though a range of dimensions tending to infinity. See
Section 2 for a definition. To illustrate how ideas from topological chiral homology
could be useful, we give a hypothetical proof of Theorem 1.4 under the (still unknown)
hypothesis that the topology of the space Hol�.CP1; .CPm;J // is independent of J .
Afterwards, we will explain what modifications are needed to make this hypothetical
proof into an actual proof.

Hypothetical proof First suppose that we could prove that the topology of the space
Hol�.CP1; .CPm;J // is independent of J and that this space has a natural D2 –action.
Furthermore, suppose that we could construct a gluing map g making the following
diagram homotopy commute:R

†g�pt Hol�.CP1; .CPm;J //
g //

s
��

Hol�.†g; .CPm;J //

i

��
Mapc.†g � pt;B2 Hol�.CP1; .CPm;J // // Map�.†g;CPm/

If we assume that the topology of Hol�.CP1; .CPm;J // is independent of J , then
Segal’s theorem implies that B2 Hol�.CP1; .CPm;J //'CPm and hence the bottom
row is a homotopy equivalence. Since the scanning map s is a stable homology
equivalence, we could conclude that i is stably a homology surjection.

Unfortunately, we have thus far not been able to prove that the topology of the spaces
Hol�.CP1; .CPm;J // are independent of choice of almost complex structure J . How-
ever, it is true that the topology of Hol�k.CP1; .CP2;J // is independent of J for k� 2.
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We will define a partial D2 –algebra which we call R2 which naturally maps to a neigh-
borhood of

F
k�2 Hol�k.CP1; .CP2;J // in Map�.CP1;CP2/ and has the property

that the 2–fold delooping of its completion as a D2 –algebra is homotopy equivalent
to CP2 . Moreover, we show that the scanning map sW

R
†g�pt R2!Map�.†g;CP2/

induces a homology equivalence on connected components in a range tending to
infinity with degree. Thus, our hypothetical proof becomes an actual proof in the
case of CP2 after replacing Hol�.CP1; .CP2;J // by the yet to be defined partial D2 –
algebra R2 . The definition of the map R2!

F
k�2 Map�

k
.CP1;CP2/ uses the fact thatF

k�2 Hol�k.CP1; .CP2;J // is homotopy equivalent to
F

k�2 Hol�k.CP1; .CP2;J0//.
This is the primary difficulty in extending this argument to higher dimensions.

We prove these properties of
R
†g�pt R2 by proving that it is homotopy equivalent to

the so-called bounded symmetric product of †g � pt. The work of Kallel in [13] and
Yamaguchi in [35] show that these bounded symmetric products give models of the
space of continuous maps from a surface to a complex projective space. These results
imply that H�

�R
†g

R2

�
approximates H�.Map�.†g;CP2//.

To construct the gluing map g , we follow [33], which is a generalization of the
techniques of [22, Appendix A]. As in [33], we use automatic transversality arguments
to prove the transversality conditions needed to construct gluing maps.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss scanning theorems
for topological chiral homology. In Section 3, we define R2 and compare its topological
chiral homology to bounded symmetric products. In Section 4, we review some aspects
of the theory of orbifolds which will be needed when analyzing various moduli spaces.
In Section 5, we review the basic theory of J–holomorphic curves and automatic
transversality. In Section 6, we review Gromov’s proof that the space of degree-one
rational J–holomorphic maps is independent of J and extend these arguments to the
case of degree-two maps. In Section 7, we construct the gluing map g . Finally, in
Section 8, we compare g to scanning maps and prove the main theorem.

Acknowledgments This paper is based on work done as part of my doctoral disserta-
tion at Stanford University, conducted under the supervision of Ralph Cohen. I would
like to thank him as well as Ricardo Andrade, Eleny Ionel, Alexander Kupers and John
Pardon for many helpful discussions. Additionally, I am grateful for the useful and
important comments from the referee which, in particular, led to the discovery of a
major error in an earlier version of this paper.
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2 Topological chiral homology

Topological chiral homology refers to a family of equivalent constructions introduced
in [2; 18; 27] and others. Given a Dn –algebra A and a parallelized n–manifold M ,
one constructs a space

R
M A and a map sW

R
M A! Mapc.M;BnA/, the space of

compactly supported maps. This map is called the scanning map and induces an
isomorphism in homology after a procedure called stabilizing which we recall in this
section. We will be interested in the case when the manifold is †g � pt since we
are interested in the space Map�.†g;CP2/ 'Mapc.†g � pt;CP2/. In this section
we review Andrade’s model of topological chiral homology [2] and state a scanning
theorem from [24]. This model of topological chiral homology is constructed via
May’s two-sided bar-construction [19]. See [24] for the proof of the main theorem of
this section. See Francis [7] for a proof that Andrade’s model of topological chiral
homology is equivalent to that of Lurie in [18].

2.1 Operads, algebras and modules

In this subsection we review the definition of operads and their modules and algebras.
In this paper, we only work in the category of spaces. However, most constructions
work more generally, and for other applications, it is interesting to work with chain
complexes or spectra. The data of an operad includes the data of †–space (called
symmetric sequences in spoken language).

Definition 2.1 A †–space is a collection of spaces fX.k/gk2N0
such that X.k/ has

an action of the symmetric group †k . A map between †–spaces f W X ! Y is a
collection of equivariant maps ffkgk2N0

with fk W X.k/! Y .k/.

The category of †–spaces has a (nonsymmetric) monoidal structure defined as follows.

Definition 2.2 For X and Y †–spaces, X ˝ Y is the †–space such that .X ˝
Y /.k/D

F1
jD0 X.j /�†j

F
f 2Map.k;j/

Qj
iD1

Y .jf �1.i/j/. Here Map.k; j / is the set
of maps from f1; : : : ; kg to f1; : : : ; j g and †k acts via precomposition.

Note that the unit with respect to this product is given by the †–space � with

�.n/D

�
fidg if nD 1;

¿ if n¤ 1:

Definition 2.3 An operad is a monoid in the category of †–spaces.
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In other words, an operad O is a †–space with maps mW O˝O!O and i W �!O
satisfying the obvious compatibility relations. Denote the image of � by id 2 O.1/.
For the purposes of this paper, we will be primarily interested in the little 2–disks
operad D2 . Let Dn denote the unit n–disk in Rn .

Definition 2.4 Let Dn be the †–space with Dn.k/ being the space of disjoint em-
beddings of

Fk
iD1 Dn into Dn which are compositions of dilations and translations.

Topologize this space with the subspace topology inside the space of all continuous
maps with the compact open topology. This forms an operad via composition of
embeddings.

Definition 2.5 Let O be an operad. A left O–module is a †–space L and a map
pW O˝L! L such that the following diagrams commute:

O˝O˝L
id˝p

//

m˝id
��

O˝L

p

��

O˝L
p

// L

�˝L
i
//

$$

O˝L

p

��

L

Definition 2.6 A partial left module P over an operad O is the data of sub-†–space
Comp ,!O˝P and a map pW Comp! P such that

.m˝ id/�1.Comp/D .id˝p/�1.Comp/�O˝O˝P

and the diagrams analogous to the ones above commute (replace O˝O˝ L with
.m˝ id/�1.Comp/).

The name Comp is short for the space of composable elements and operations. We
likewise define right modules and partial right modules over operads. There is a functor
from spaces to †–spaces which sends a space X to the †–space with

X.n/D

�
X if nD 0;

¿ if n¤ 0:

We will ignore the distinction between a space and its image as a †–space.

Definition 2.7 For an operad O , an O–algebra is a space A with the structure of a
left O–module.
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Note that if X is a †–space and Y is a space, then the formula for X ˝Y simplifies
to X ˝Y D

F
j X.j /�†j Y j . One can build a right Dn –module out of embeddings

of disks in a parallelizable n–manifold as follows. For oriented manifolds M and N ,
let EmbC.M;N / denote the space of all smooth orientation preserving embeddings
of M into N .

Definition 2.8 Let M be a parallelized n–manifold. Using the parallelization, the
derivative of a map f 2 EmbC.Dn;M / at each point can be identified with a matrix
in GLCn .R/, the group of matrices with positive determinant. Let P denote the path
space of Map.Dn;SLn.R// based at the map which sends every point in Dn to the
identity matrix. Let evW P !Map.Dn;SLn.R// be the evaluation at 1 map and let
DW Emb

�Fk
iD1 Dn;M

�
!Map.Dn;SLn.R//k be the map that records the derivatives

of the embeddings at every point divided by the nth root of its determinant. Let
D.M /.k/ denote pullback of the following diagram:

D.M /.k/ //

��

Pk

evk

��

EmbC
� kG

iD1

Dn;M

�
D
// Map.Dn;SLn.R//k

The spaces D.M /.k/ assemble to form a †–space denoted D.M /. The paths of
matrices serve to make D.M / homotopy equivalent to the space of configurations of
ordered distinct points in M . That is, the map which sends a collection of embeddings
to the image of the centers of each disk induces a homotopy equivalence between
D.M /.k/ and M k ��fat where �fat is the fat diagonal. The space D.M / has the
structure of a right Dn –module as follows. The embeddings transform by composition
of embeddings and the paths of matrices transform by restriction to smaller disks. The
reason we divide by the nth root of the determinate is to remove the dependence of the
derivative of eW Dn!M on dilations of the domain.1

2.2 The two-sided bar construction

In this section, we will describe a definition of topological chiral homology due to
Andrade in [2]. It is based on the two-sided bar construction introduced by May in [19].

1In [24] a different but homotopic definition of D.M /.k/ was given. However, in [24] the description
of the right Dn –module structure for D.M / has an error in it. The definition used in this paper corrects
that error.
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The purpose of this subsection is to describe May’s two-sided bar construction. From
now on, we will also assume that all operads O have O.0/D f0g. All algebras that
we will consider will have a basepoint a0 2 A and we require that p.0/ D a0 . We
likewise require that all right modules R have R.0/D fr0g. We will recall the functor
on the category of based spaces (Top� ) associated to a right module.

Definition 2.9 For .X; a0/ a based space and R a right module over an operad O ,
define a functor RW Top� ! Top� by RX D R˝ X= �. Here � is the relation
that if r 2R and xi 2X , then .r Ix1; : : : ; a0; : : : ;xn/� .r

0Ix1; : : : ;xn/ with r 0 the
composition of r with .id; : : : ; id; 0; id; : : : ; id/.

We will use the convention that calligraphy style fonts are for symmetric sequences
and regular fonts are for the associated functor.

Definition 2.10 For an operad O , let OW Top�! Top� be the associated functor. We
define an O–functor (called right O–functors elsewhere) to be a functor RW Top�!
Top� and natural transformation �W RO!R making the following diagrams commute
for every based space X :

RX
R�
//

id ##

ROX

�
��

R

ROOX
R�
//

�

��

ROX

�

��

ROX
�

// R

Here � is the natural transformation induced by the unit of the operad and � is the
natural transformation induced by operad composition.

Note that right O–modules induce O –functors. We now recall May’s two-sided bar
construction. We give a slight modification that works for partial algebras over an
operad. Let P be a partial algebra over an operad O . Let Compk

�O˝k ˝P be the
subspace of composable morphisms. Let QCompk be the image of Compk in OkP .
In other words, QCompk is the quotient of Compk under basepoint relations.

Definition 2.11 For O an operad, P a partial O–algebra and R an O–functor, de-
fine B�.R;O;P/ to be the following simplicial space. The space of k simplices of
B�.R;O;P/ will be R.QCompk/. The partial algebra composition map Comp!P in-
duces a map QCompk

!QCompk�1 , hence a map d0W Bk.R;O;P/!Bk�1.R;O;P/.
The operad composition map O ˝ O ! O gives k � 1 maps di W Bk.R;O;P/ !
Bk�1.R;O;P/ for i D 1; : : : ; k � 1 and the O–functor composition map RO!R
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gives another map, dk W Bk.R;O;P/ ! Bk�1.R;O;P/. These maps will be the
face map of B�.R;O;P/. The degeneracies, si W Bk.R;O;P/!BkC1.R;O;P/ are
induced by the unit of the operad �!O .

See [19] for a proof that these maps satisfy the axioms of face and degeneracy maps of
a simplicial space. Let B.R;O;P/ denote the geometric realization.

When R is a functor coming from a right module R, we now explain how to view ele-
ments Bk.R;O;P/ as decorated rooted directed trees. See Figure 1 for an illustration.
One special vertex is called the root and is labeled by an element of R.m/ with m

being the valence of the root. The univalent vertices are called leaves and are labeled
by elements of the partial O–algebra P . We say that a vertex is at level kC 1� i if it
is i edges away from the root. We require that all of the leaves are at level 0. Internal
vertices of valence mC 1 are labeled by elements of O.m/. The tree is directed and
we require that the directions point away from the root. We order the edges exiting
internal vertices and the root. Given a vertex with m outgoing edges, the symmetric
group †m acts in two ways on the tree. It acts on the label since R.m/ and O.m/
have †m actions. It also acts by permuting the ordering of the m outgoing labels. We
mod out by the induced diagonal action. Given a decorated tree T of this type, let fTig

be the subtrees of T obtained by deleting the root (see Figure 1). These determine
elements of OkP . We require that these elements are in fact in Compk . We do not
label internal vertices by 0 2O.0/. Indeed the basepoint relation precisely states that
we can ignore such “dead ends” which would have leaves at level greater than 0. The
face maps can be described by collapsing edges connecting two levels and composing
the labels. The degeneracies can be described as inserting a level where all elements
are labeled by the unit of the operad.

Given a partial O–algebra P , there is a natural way of completing P to get an O–
algebra.

Definition 2.12 Let O be an operad and P be a partial O–algebra. We call B.O;O;P/
the O–algebra completion of P .

Let A be an O–algebra. The arguments in [19] showing that B.O;O;A/ is a O–
algebra and that the natural O–algebra map B.O;O;A/!A is a homotopy equiva-
lence immediately generalize to give the following propositions.

Proposition 2.13 If P is a partial O–algebra over an operad O , B.O;O;P/ is an
O–algebra.

Proposition 2.14 If P is a partial O–algebra over an operad O and R is an O–functor,
then the natural map B.R;O;B.O;O;P//! B.R;O;P/ is a weak equivalence.
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0
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3

4

T D

Leaves

Root

3

2

1

0

T1 D

Leaves

3

2

1

0

T2 D

Leaves

Figure 1: A rooted tree and subtrees

Remark 1 In later sections, we will need to compare simplicial spaces. It is not
true that a map of simplicial spaces that induces a weak homotopy equivalence on
each simplicial level will necessarily induce a weak homotopy equivalence between
the geometric realizations. A well-known cofibrancy condition called “properness”
or “Reedy cofibrancy” gives a sufficient condition for levelwise weak equivalences
to realize to weak equivalences. Using the techniques of [19, Appendix A] (see
also [24, Section 2.4]), it is not hard to show that all simplicial spaces considered
in this paper are proper. Essentially the only thing to check is that the inclusion of
basepoints are cofibrations. Hence we will be able to deduce that a map of simplicial
spaces induces a weak homotopy equivalence if it does levelwise.

2.3 Topological chiral homology

In this subsection we describe a model of topological chiral homology introduced by
Andrade in [2] based on May’s two-sided bar construction. We also describe a natural
map from topological chiral homology to a mapping space called the scanning map
and discuss its properties. See [24] for a more detailed discussion of the topics of this
subsection.

Definition 2.15 For a partial Dn –algebra P and parallelizable n–manifold M , define
the topological chiral homology of M with coefficients in P to be B.D.M /;Dn;P/.
We denote this by

R
M P .

In this subsection, we only consider Dn –algebras as opposed to partial Dn –algebras.
Our remaining goal is to define a map sW

R
M A ! Mapc.M;BnA/ and recall its

properties. This map is called the scanning map s . We use the following model
of BnA introduced in [19]. Recall that the functor Y !†nY is a Dn –functor.
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Definition 2.16 For a Dn –algebra A, let BnAD B.†n;Dn;A/.

If A is a Dn –algebra, then �0.A/ has a natural monoid structure induced by the map
Dn.2/�A2!A.

Definition 2.17 A Dn –algebra is called group-like if �0.A/ is a group.

The above definition of BnA is reasonable because of the following theorem due to
May in [19].

Theorem 2.18 If A is a group-like Dn –algebra, then �nBnA is weakly homotopy
equivalent to A.

Definition 2.19 For an n–manifold M , let Mapc.M; †n � / be the functor which
sends a based space Y to the space of compactly supported maps from M to the
n–fold suspension of Y .

This is a Dn –functor because the functor Y !†nY is a Dn –functor [19]. For M a
parallelized n–manifold, there is a scanning natural transformation of Dn –functors
sW D.M /!Mapc.M; †n�/ defined as follows. For a based space Y , we define a map
D.M /Y !Mapc.M; †nY /. Map a collection of embeddings ei W Dn!M to the
function f W M !†nY defined as follows. Let f be constant outside of the images
of the embeddings ei . For m 2 im.ei/, the .e�1

i .m/;yi/ defines a point inside †nY .
Define f .m/ to be that point. Here we view †nY as Y smashed with the one point
compactification of Dn . This is a natural transformation of Dn –functors.

The scanning natural transformation s induces the scanning map sW B.D.M/;Dn;A/!

Mapc.M;BnA/ as follows. The natural transformation induces a map

B.D.M /;Dn;A/! B.Mapc.M; †n
� /;Dn;A/:

There is a natural map B.Mapc.M; †n�/;Dn;A/! Mapc.M;B.†n� ;Dn;A// (for
example see [19, Section 12]). Combining these, we get the scanning map.

Definition 2.20 Let A be a Dn –algebra and M a parallelized manifold, and let
sW
R

M A!Mapc.M;BnA/ be the composition ofZ
M

AD B.D.M /;Dn;A/
s
�! B.Mapc.M; †n

� /;Dn;A/

!Mapc.M;B.†n;Dn;A//DMapc.M;BnA/:

In [18, Theorem 3.8.6], Lurie proves the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.21 If A is a group-like Dn –algebra, then sW
R

M A!Mapc.M;BnA/ is
a homotopy equivalence.

For our purposes, we will need properties of the scanning map when A is not group-like.
In this case, the scanning map is not a homotopy equivalence. However, when M is
open, the scanning map is what we call a stable homology equivalence [24]. The word
stable is not in the sense of stable homotopy theory but instead means after inverting
the following types of maps which we call stabilization maps.

For simplicity, assume that M is a connected manifold which is the interior of a
manifold with connected boundary @M . Fix an embedding eW Dn ! .0; 1/ � @M

and diffeomorphism d W M [@M Œ0; 1/� @M !M such that d�1 is isotopic to the
inclusion M ,! M [@M Œ0; 1/ � @M . For a 2 A, we shall define a stabilization
map taW B.D.M /;Dn;A/!B.D.M /;Dn;A/ as follows. The pair .eI a/ defines an
element of D.@M � .0; 1//A. Let ak 2D.@M � .0; 1//Dk

n A be the image of .eI a/
under k degeneracy maps. Sending a configuration of disks to one union ak gives a
map Bk.D.M /;Dn;A/!Bk.D.M [@M .0; 1/�@M /;Dn;A/. The diffeomorphism
d W M [@M Œ0; 1/� @M !M induces a map dk W Bk.M [@M Œ0; 1/� @M;Dn;A/!

Bk.D.M /;Dn;A/. Let ta
k

be the composition of these two maps.

Definition 2.22 Let taW
R

M A !
R

M A be the geometric realization of the map
ta
� W B�.D.M /;Dn;A/! B�.D.M /;Dn;A/:

For a 2A, let faW .0; 1/�@M !BnA be the image of .e; a/ under the scanning map.

Definition 2.23 For m 2M and f 2 Mapc.M;BnA/, let TaW Mapc.M;BnA/!

Mapc.M;BnA/ be defined by the following formula with

Ta.f /.m/D

�
f .d�1.m// if d�1.m/ 2M;

fa.d
�1.m// if d�1.m/ 62M:

In [24], the author proved the following theorem regarding the scanning after inverting
the maps ta and Ta .

Theorem 2.24 Let A be a Dn –algebra and let M be a parallelized n–manifold with
�0.@M / ! �0.M / onto. Let ai be representatives of generators of �0.A/. The
scanning map induces a homology equivalence

sW hocolimtai

Z
M

A! hocolimTai
Mapc.M;BnA/:
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Note that the maps TaW Mapc.M;BnA/ ! Mapc.M;BnA/ are homotopy equiva-
lences. Thus hocolimTai

Mapc.M;BnA/'Mapc.M;BnA/. Note that if �0.A/DN0

and M is connected, then �0.
R

M A/ D N0 and �0.Mapc.M;BnA// D Z. In this
situation, we denote the k th connected component of these spaces by .

R
M A/k and

Map�
k
.M;BnA/ respectively. Informally, the above theorem can be viewed as say-

ing that the homology of .
R

M A/k converges to the homology of a component of
Map�.M;BnA// in the limit as k tends to infinity.

3 The partial D2–algebra R2

The goal of this section is to define a partial D2 –algebra called R2 and describe the
homotopy type of its topological chiral homology. The desired properties of R2 are that
B2R2'CP2 and that R2 admits a map of partial D2 –algebras to �2CP2 that lands
in a subspace of “approximately” J–holomorphic maps. This map will be described in
Section 7.2. The subscript 2 indicates that R2 will map to the components of degree
less than or equal to 2 and the R stands for rational. We begin by recalling some
theorems of Kallel from [13] and Yamaguchi from [35] regarding configuration space
models for Map�.†g;CPm/.

3.1 A configuration space model for Map�.†g; CP2/

The scanning map of topological chiral homology was partially inspired by similar
constructions for various configuration spaces. We are interested in the following
construction which gives a configuration space model of the space of maps from a
surface into a complex projective space. We only consider the case relevant for CP2

even though basically everything in this section works for CPm for all m. Let D be
the open unit disk in C and let D denote its closure.

Definition 3.1 For a space X , let Symk
�2.X / denote the subspace of the k–fold

symmetric product of X of configurations where at most two points occupy the same
point in X . Let Sym�2.X / D

F1
kD0 Symk

�2.X / and let A2 D
F

k�2 Symk
�2.D/.

The space Sym�2.D/ has a natural D2 –algebra structure and this induces a partial
D2 –algebra structure on A2 .

Kallel proved the following theorem; see [13, Theorem 1.7].

Theorem 3.2 Let S be a connected parallelizable surface admitting boundary. There
is a stabilization map t W Sym�2.S/! Sym�2.S/ and a scanning map sW Sym�2.S/!

Mapc.S;CP2/ so s induces a homology equivalence between hocolimt Sym�2.S/

and Mapc.S;CP2/.
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The stabilization maps are constructed in an analogous manner to the stabilization maps
of Definition 2.22. The above theorem was improved by Yamaguchi; see [35, Theo-
rems 1.3 and 3.1]).

Theorem 3.3 Let S be a connected parallelizable surface admitting boundary. The
stabilization map t W Symk

�2.S/! SymkC1
�2

.S/ and scanning map sW Symk
�2.S/!

Mapc
k
.S;CP2/ induce isomorphisms on homology groups Hi for i � k=3.

Remark 2 It seems to be unknown if the above isomorphism on homology groups
can be upgraded to an isomorphism on homotopy groups. In [15], Kallel and Saihi
prove that s and t induce isomorphism on fundamental groups. This is not enough
to conclude that s and t are highly connected; for that one would need to know that
these maps induce homology equivalences with coefficients in the local coefficient
systems given by the higher homotopy groups. In [30], Segal does this in the case
of Hol�.CP1;CP1/ by proving that the fundamental group acts trivially on higher
homotopy groups so the relevant local coefficients are in fact untwisted.

Implicit in the work of Kallel and Yamaguchi is the following proposition. It is well
known but a proof does not seem to appear in the literature so we sketch one here.

Proposition 3.4 The 2–fold delooping of Sym�2.D/ is homotopy equivalent to CP2 .

Proof It is well known that a model for B2 Sym�2.D/ is given by Sym�2.D; @D/
(see [27, page 2]). Here Sym�2.D; @D/ is the quotient of the space Sym�2.D/ by the
relation that two configurations are identified if they agree on the open disk D . There
is a natural filtration Fk.Sym�2.D; @D// defined as the image of the natural map

Symk
�2.D/! Sym�2.D; @D/:

Observe that F2.Sym�2.D; @D// is homeomorphic to CP2 . An argument similar to
that used in the proof of [30, Proposition 3.1] shows that Sym�2.D; @D/ deformation
retracts onto F2.Sym�2.D; @D//. This deformation retraction is constructed by radial
expansion around the origin until all but at most two particles in the configuration have
been pushed into boundary.

3.2 Definition of R2 and map to bounded symmetric products

In this subsection, we define the partial D2 –algebra R2 and compare it to bounded
symmetric products.
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Definition 3.5 Let R2 D fr0; r1g [ Cone.D2.2/=†2/. The space of composable
element in D2.2/˝R2 is CompDf0g[fidg�R2[D2.2/�†2

fr1g
2 with 02D2.0/

and id 2 D2.1/. The map pW Comp ! R2 is defined as follows. For � 2 R2 ,
define p.id; �/D � . For Ee 2D2.2/=†2 , let p.EeI r1; r1/D Ee viewed as an element of
D2.2/=†2 � Cone.D2.2/=†2/.

The partial abelian monoid f0; 1; 2g with addition is too small to admit a map of partial
D2 –algebras to �2CP2 . However, we can replace it with a homotopic partial D2 –
algebra (R2 ) which does map. This is the purpose of R2 . When you glue two degree-
one rational maps to CP2 using an element of D2.2/, the element of D2.2/ matters.
However, it does not matter up to homotopy so we can extend this map to the cone.

We now define a map of partial D2 –algebras aW R2! A2 . Let a.r0/ be the empty
configuration. Pick any configuration a1 2 Sym1

�2.D/ and let a.r1/D a1 . The partial
D2 –algebra structure of A2 gives a natural map D2.2/=†2 ! Sym2

�2.D/. Since
Sym2

�2.D/ is contractible, this extends to the cone and gives a map of partial D2 –
algebras aW R2 ! A2 . This map is clearly a homotopy equivalence. Moreover it
induces homotopy equivalences between the spaces of composable elements and higher
spaces of composable elements. Thus aW B.D.S/;D2;R2/! B.D.S/;D2;A2/ is a
weak homotopy equivalence for any parallelizable surface S (see Remark 1).

There is a natural map �W D.S/A2! Sym�2.S/ constructed by using the embeddings
of disks into the surface to map points in the disk to points in the surface. In Figure 2,
the left-hand side depicts an element of D.S/A2 and the right-hand side row depicts its
image under � in Sym�2.S/. It is easy to see that � is an augmentation of the simplicial
space B�.D.S/;D2;A2/ and so it induces a map �W B.D.S/;D2;A2/! Sym�2.S/.
The goal of the next section is to prove that � is a weak homotopy equivalence.

1
1

1
1

2

1
1

1
1

2

Figure 2: The map �

3.3 Microfibrations

In order to prove that the map �W B.D.S/;D2;A2/! Sym�2.S/ is a weak homotopy
equivalence, we first recall the notion of microfibration.
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Definition 3.6 A map � W E!B is called a microfibration if the following condition
holds. For every one parameter family of maps Ht W Dn! B and lift zH0W D

n!E

of H0 , there exists a t0 > 0 such that we can continuously lift Ht for t 2 Œ0; t0/.

This definition is relevant because of the following theorem which follows from
Weiss [34, Lemma 2.2].

Theorem 3.7 Let � W E ! B be a microfibration with weakly contractible fibers.
Then � is a Serre fibration and hence a weak homotopy equivalence.

We now prove that the map �W B.D.S/;D2;A2/! Sym�2.S/ defined in the previous
section is a microfibration. This will allow us to prove that it is a homotopy equivalence
by proving that its fibers are weakly contractible.

Proposition 3.8 The map �W B.D.S/;D2;A2/! Sym�2.S/ is a microfibration.

Proof Let Ht W Dn! Sym�2.S/ be a one-parameter family of maps and zH0W D
n!

B.D.S/;D2;A2/ be a lift of H0 . To define the lifts zHt , we need to specify a collection
of embeddings and a collection of elements of Sym�2.D/. Let pt denote the one-
point space viewed as a D2 algebra and let EW B.D.S/;D2;A2/!B.D.S/;D2; pt/
be the map which forgets the labels but remembers the embeddings. Given an ele-
ment � 2 B.D.S/;D2; pt/ and a configuration � 2 Sym�2.S/, there may not exist
�1; �2; : : : 2 A2 such that .�I �1; �2; : : :/ 2 B.D.S/;D2;A2/ is mapped to � by � .
However, if there do exist �1; �2; : : : 2A2 , they will be unique. In this situation, we
say that � and � are compatible and define L.�I �/D .�I �1; �2; : : :/.

Note that if � and � are compatible, so are � 0 and � if � 0 is sufficiently close to � .
For a 2 Dn , we define zHt .a/ D L.E. zH0.a//IHt .a//. In other words, we use the
embedded disks and simplicial coordinates associated to zH0.a/ and the elements of
the symmetric product associated to Ht .a/. For t sufficiently small, L.E. zH0.a///

and Ht .a/ will be compatible since L.E. zH0.a/// and H0.a/ are compatible. By
compactness of Dn , we can find a t0 > 0 such that zHt is defined for all t < t0 .

This lift is also depicted in Figure 3. On the bottom row is a one-parameter family of
points in Sym�2.S/. This leftmost edge is at time zero and the top left depicts a lift.
The middle row depicts a short time in the future where the disks from the upper left
are still compatible. The rightmost edge depicts a time well in the future where the
disks are no longer compatible with the configuration.

We now prove that the fibers of � are contractible. By Theorem 3.7 and Proposition 3.8,
this will imply that � is a homotopy equivalence.
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1
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Figure 3: A one-parameter family and a partial lift

Proposition 3.9 The fibers of �W B.D.S/;D2;A2/! Sym�2.S/ are weakly con-
tractible.

Proof Fix a configuration � 2 Sym�2.S/. The space ��1.�/ is naturally the geo-
metric realization of a subsimplicial space of B�.D.S/;D2;A2/. Call this simplicial
space X.�/. This simplicial space can be described as a space of nested disks such that
the points in the configuration � lie in innermost disks. Let .f1; f2; : : :/D Ef 2D.S/

be a collection of embeddings such that the image of each fi contains exactly one
point (not counted with multiplicity) of � and every point of � is in the image of
one of the embeddings. Let Y . Ef / denote the subsimplicial space of X.�/ where the
images of the maps fi are contained in innermost disks and the paths of matrices are
compatible. We let E� D .�1; �2; : : :/ be the elements of A2 associated to the pair Ef
and � . More precisely but possibly less clearly, a point ˛ 2X.�/k is in Y . Ef /k if there
exists ˇ 2X.�/kC1 with d0.ˇ/D ˛ and dkC1.dk.: : : d1.ˇ/ : : ://D . Ef I E�/. Since the
space of disks containing some particular disk is homotopy equivalent to the space of
disks containing some particular point, the inclusion Y . Ef /k !X.�/k is a homotopy
equivalence and so jY . Ef /�j ! jX.�/�j is a weak homotopy equivalence.

Therefore it suffices to prove that jY . Ef /�j is contractible to prove the theorem. Define
Y�1. Ef / to be the set containing � . We can view Y�1. Ef / as an augmentation of Y . Ef /� .
Let DW Y . Ef /k ! Y . Ef /kC1 be the map which inserts the embeddings Ef . That is,
D.˛/ D ˇ as above and D.�/ D . Ef I E�/. The map D is an extra degeneracy of the
augmented simplicial space Y�. Ef /. Thus jY�. Ef /j ' Y�1. Ef /. Since, Y�1. Ef / is a
point, the claim follows.

This shows that
R

S A2 D B.D.S/;D2;A2/ is homotopy equivalent to Sym�2.S/.
Using a similar proof, we get the following proposition.
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Proposition 3.10 The D2 –algebra completion of A2 , B.D2;D2;A2/, is homotopy
equivalent to Sym�2.D/. Hence, B.†2;D2;A2/'CP2 .

Remark 3 Using ideas similar to those of this subsection, one can prove that Salva-
tore’s model of topological chiral homology from [27] agrees with the one used here.

3.4 Conclusions about scanning maps

Using Kallel’s scanning map, we can define a map .
R

S R2/k ! Mapc
k
.CP1;CP2/

inducing a homology equivalence in the range � � k=3. In this section we show that
another map also induces such an equivalence. This other map will be more convenient
later in the paper when we consider gluing J–holomorphic curves. Picking a map of
partial D2 –algebras hW R2!�2CP2 induces a map h0W .

R
S R2/k ! .

R
S �

2CP2/k .
In this subsection we prove that the composition of h0 with sW .

R
S �

2CP2/k !

Mapc
k
.S;CP2/ is a homology equivalence in the above range under the assumption that

h.r1/2�
2
1
CP2 . Technically, the scanning map of Section 2 is a map sW

R
S �

2CP2
!

Mapc.S;B2�2CP2/ but there is a natural homotopy equivalence B2�2CP2
!CP2

and so we also denote the induced map
R

S �
2CP2

!Mapc.S;CP2/ by s . This mapR
S �

2CP2
!Mapc.S;CP2/ agrees with the one induced by the obvious augmentation

D.S/�2CP2
!Mapc.S;CP2/. Note that such a map h exists by a similar argument

to the one used to construct the map R2!A2 .

Lemma 3.11 Suppose h0; h1W R2!�2CP2 are maps of partial D2 –algebras with
h0.r1/ and h1.r1/ in �2

1
CP2 . Then h1 and h2 are homotopic through maps of partial

D2 –algebras.

Proof We will define a family of maps of partial D2 –algebras ht W R2 ! �2CP2

interpolating between h0 and h1 . By considering the Hopf fibration, one sees that
�i.�

2
k
CP2/ D �iC2.S

5/. Since �2
1
CP2 is connected, we can pick a path from

h0.r1/ to h1.r1/. Use this path to define ht .r1/. The partial algebra structure forces
the definition of ht on D2.2/=†2 . Note this agrees with h0 and h1 since they are
also maps of partial D2 –algebras. The maps ht restricted to D2=†2 as well as h0

and h1 restricted to Cone.D2=†2/ assemble to form a map

H W Œ0; 1��D2.2/=†2[f0; 1g �Cone.D2.2/=†2/!�2
2CP2:

Completing the definition of ht amounts to extending this to a map

H W Œ0; 1��Cone.D2.2/=†2/!�2
2CP2:

Since Œ0; 1��D2.2/=†2[f0; 1g �Cone.D2.2/=†2/' S2 and

�2.�
2
kCP2/D �4.S

5/D 0;
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this is possible.

Lemma 3.12 Let S be a connected parallelizable surface admitting boundary. The
scanning map (of Section 2) sW .

R
S R2/k !Mapc

k
.S;B2R2/ induces isomorphisms

on homology groups Hi for i � k=3.

Proof Although Kallel and Yamaguchi’s scanning map is not obviously comparable to
the scanning map of Section 2, their stabilization map is very similar to the stabilization
map considered in Section 2. In fact Kallel and Yamaguchi’s stabilization map can be
defined as the unique map making the following diagram commute:�Z

S

A2

�
k

t
//

�
��

�Z
S

A2

�
kC1

���

Symk
�2.S/

t
// SymkC1

�2
.S/:

Thus t W .
R

S A2/k ! .
R

S A2/kC1 and hence t W .
R

S R2/k ! .
R

S R2/kC1 induce iso-
morphisms on homology groups Hi for i � k=3. From this we can conclude that
the natural inclusions .

R
S R2/k ! hocolimt .

R
S R2/j induce isomorphisms on ho-

mology groups Hi for i � k=3. Since the stabilization maps for the spaces of
maps are homotopy equivalences, then the natural inclusion Mapc

k
.S;B2R2/ !

hocolimT Mapc
j .S;B

2R2/ is a weak homotopy equivalence. Consider the following
commuting diagram:�Z

S

R2

�
k

//

s
��

hocolimt

�Z
S

R2

�
j

s��

Mapc
k
.S;B2R2/ // hocolimT Mapc

j .S;B
2R2/

By Theorem 2.24, sW hocolimt .
R

S R2/j ! hocolimT Mapc
j .S;B

2R2/ is a homology
equivalence. Thus, sW .

R
S R2/k !Mapc

k
.S;B2R2/ induces isomorphisms on homol-

ogy groups Hi for i � k=3.

We now deduce the main result of this section.

Corollary 3.13 Let S be a connected parallelizable surface admitting boundary and
let hW R2 ! �2CP2 be a map of partial D2 –algebras with h.r1/ 2 �

2
1
CP2 . Let

h0W .
R

SR2/k!.
R

S�
2CP2/k be the induced map. The composition sıh0W .

R
S R2/k!

Mapc
k
.S;CP2/ induce isomorphisms on homology groups Hi for i � k=3.
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Proof Let gW B2R2!CP2 be any homotopy equivalence such that the map on H2

extends the map �0.R2/ ! �0.�
2CP2/. Such a map exists by Proposition 3.4.

Let ygW �2B2R2 ! �2CP2 be the induced map of iterated loop spaces and let
g00W Mapc.S;B2R2/!Mapc.S;CP2/ be the induced map on the space of compactly
supported maps. Note that these maps are weak homotopy equivalences. Therefore
g00 ı sW .

R
S R2/k !Mapc

k
.S;CP2/ induces isomorphisms on homology groups Hi

for i �k=3. The scanning map gives a map of partial D2 –algebras ysW R2!�2B2R2 .
By Lemma 3.11, yg ı ys is homotopic as maps of partial algebras to h. Therefore, they
induce homotopic maps on topological chiral homology and so the following diagram
homotopy commutes: �Z

S

R2

�
k

s
//

h0��

�Z
S

�2B2R2

�
k

g00

���Z
S

�2CP2

�
k

s
// Mapc

k
.S;CP2/

Since traversing the diagram clockwise induces a homology equivalence in a range, so
does traversing the diagram counterclockwise.

4 Orbifolds

In this section, we will review facts about (smooth) orbifolds which will be needed
in later sections since the moduli space of J–holomorphic curves can have orbifold
singularities. See Kleiner and Lott [16] or Boyer and Galicki [4] for more information.

4.1 Definitions

Definition 4.1 An n–dimensional orbifold atlas on a paracompact Hausdorff space X

is a collection of charts UDf zUi ;Gi ; �ig. Here Gi is a finite group, zUi is an open subset
of a n–dimensional Gi –representation that contains the origin, and �i W

zUi!X is a Gi

invariant smooth map that descends to a local homeomorphism, zUi=Gi!X . We also
require that fUi=Gig covers X and the following condition regarding overlaps. An
injection �W . zUi ;Gi ; �i/! . zUj ;Gj ; �j / is an injective group homomorphism Gi!Gj

and a smooth equivariant embedding �W zUi !
zUj . We require that for points in two

charts, there exists a third chart containing the point injecting into both charts.

The space X is called the underlying space of the orbifold.
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Definition 4.2 A map between orbifolds f W .X;U/ ! .Y;V/ is a map of spaces
f W X ! Y such that for all points x 2X , there are charts . zU ;G; �/ and . zV ;H;  /
and a local lift of f to zf W zU ! zV and a group homomorphism G ! H with the
following properties. The point x is in �.U / and f .x/ 2 .V /, f is equivariant, and
 ı zf D f ı� .

We call the map of spaces f W X ! Y the underlying map.

Definition 4.3 Two orbifolds are called equivalent if there are orbifold maps between
them whose compositions are the identity map.

4.2 Bundles and flows

In this subsection, we recall the theory of vector and principle bundles, vector fields
and flows on orbifolds. Flows on orbifolds will be an important tool for proving that
some moduli spaces of J–holomorphic curves are independent of J . The notion of
vector bundle generalizes to orbifolds as follows.

Definition 4.4 A k–dimensional vector orbibundle over an orbifold X is a map of
orbifolds � W E ! X satisfying the following properties. There exist charts U D
f zUi ;Gi ; �ig on X such that f zUi �Rk ;Gi ; �

0
ig give charts on E . The map � is the

standard projection zUi �Rk ! zUi in these charts. We also require the groups Gi to
act linearly on the second component. If �W . zUi ;Gi ; �i/! . zUj ;Gj ; �j / is an injection,
we require that there is an injection �0W . zUi �Rk ;Gi ; �

0
i/! . zUj �Rk ;Gj ; �

0
j / such

that �0 is linear on the second factor.

Definition 4.5 If � W E ! X and � 0W E0 ! X are vector orbibundle over an orb-
ifold X , then f W E! E0 is an equivalence of vector orbibundles if f is an equiv-
alence of orbifolds, � 0 ı f D � and f satisfies the following condition. On charts
f zUi �Rk ;Gi ; �ig on E and f zU 0i �Rk ;G0i ; �

0
ig on E0 used to define the vector orbi-

bundle structure, f is required to induce a linear map on the second factor.

We likewise define principle G orbibundles by replacing Rk with G and the word
linear with the phrase multiplication by elements of G .

Definition 4.6 A section of a vector or principle bundle � W E ! X is a map of
orbifolds � W X !E such that � ı � D id.

Proposition 4.7 Let X be an orbifold with charts U D f zUi ;Gi ; �ig. There exists an
orbifold TX with charts fT zUi ;Gi ; �

0
ig and a vector bundle map � W TX !X induced

by T zUi!
zUi . Equivalent atlases on X give equivalent atlases on TX .
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See [4] for a proof. We call this vector orbibundle the tangent bundle and we call
sections of the tangent bundle, vector fields. Just as in the case of manifolds, compactly
supported vector fields induce one-parameter families of self maps of orbifolds.

Definition 4.8 Let � be a vector field on an orbifold X . Let �0 be the zero vector
field. Let supp.�/�X be the closure of the set of points where the underlying maps
of � and �0 disagree.

Definition 4.9 Let � be a vector field on an orbifold X and F W R�X ! be a map
of orbifolds. Let Ft W X !X denote the map induced by restricting to the point t in
the first component. The map F is a called a flow if Ft ıFs D FsCt . For x 2X , let
x W R!X be the map obtained by restricting F to the point x . Let . zUi ;Gi ; �i/ be a
chart containing x and z� and zx be lifts of � and x . If for some choice of lifts, we
have that the derivative of zx at t D 0 equals the value of z� at x for all points x 2X ,
then we say that F is the flow generated by � .

In [16], they make the following observation.

Proposition 4.10 If � is a vector field with compact support, then � generates a
unique flow.

Definition 4.11 Let X be an orbifold and let U˛ be an open cover of the underlying
space of X . A collection of orbifold maps f˛W X !R are called an orbifold partition
of unity subordinate to the open cover if they induce a partition of unity subordinate to
the open cover on the underlying space.

To see that orbifold partitions of unity always exist, see [16]. The theory of classifying
spaces for principle bundles also carries over to orbifolds after one replaces the orbifold
with its homotopy type.

Theorem 4.12 To each orbifold X , there is a space BX called the classifying space
or homotopy type of X such that the following properties hold.

(i) If f W X!Y is an equivalence of orbifolds, there is a natural map f�W BX!BY

that is a homotopy equivalence.

(ii) Equivalence classes of principle G orbibundles over X are in bijection with
homotopy classes of maps from BX to BG .

See [4] for a proof and the construction.
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5 J–holomorphic curves and automatic transversality

In this section, we review the basic theory of J–holomorphic curves. We recall the
definitions of several x@–operators and relate these operators to tangent spaces of various
moduli spaces and mapping spaces. We state Gromov’s compactness theorem. See [22]
for more details, especially regarding the genus-zero case. We also review the theory
of automatic transversality as developed by Gromov [9], Hofer, Lizan and Sikorav [11],
Ivashkovich and Shevchishin [12] and Sikorav [33]. This is a tool which allows one
to prove that various moduli spaces are smooth when the target symplectic manifold
is a real 4–manifold. Automatic transversality is the primary reason our results only
apply to CP2 as opposed to higher-dimensional complex projective spaces. We also
recall McDuff’s result from [21] that the adjunction formula from algebraic geometry
applies to J–holomorphic curves in symplectic 4–manifolds. This theorem allows one
to bound the number of singularities that J–holomorphic curves can have in terms of
topological data.

5.1 Linearized x@–operators

In this subsection we review several linearized x@–operators. These will be relevant since,
when onto, the null spaces of these operators will be naturally isomorphic to the tangent
spaces of various J–holomorphic mapping spaces and moduli spaces. Surjectivity of
these operators will also be relevant for the existence of gluing maps in later sections.

Definition 5.1 An almost complex structure J is a section of HomR.TM;TM /!M

such that J 2D� id. If .M; !/ is a symplectic manifold, an almost complex structure J

is called compatible with ! if ! and J pair to form a Riemannian metric. Let J
denote the space of smooth almost complex structures compatible with ! .

Proposition 5.2 The space J is a contractible infinite-dimensional Fréchet manifold.

See [9; 22] for a proof. Since J is contractible, it is path connected. Throughout the
paper, all almost complex structures are required to be compatible with the symplectic
form and of class C1 . In this paper, the symbol CP1 will denote the pair .S2; j0/

with j0 the standard almost complex structure on the space S2 . However, for higher-
genus surfaces, there is no preferred almost complex structure. Eventually we will want
to consider all almost complex structures on the domain, but for now, fix an almost
complex structure j on a surface †g .

Definition 5.3 Let C1.†g;M / denote the space of smooth maps between †g

and M . Consider C1.†g;M / as an infinite-dimensional Fréchet manifold topolo-
gized with the C1 topology. If E!†g is a smooth vector bundle, let �.E/ denote
the Fréchet manifold of smooth sections of E .
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Definition 5.4 Fix an almost complex structure J on M . Let ‡ ! C1.†g;M / be
the infinite-dimensional Fréchet bundle whose fiber over a map u is �0;1.u�TM /.
Here �0;1.u�TM / denotes the space of smooth anticomplex linear one-forms with
values in the pullback of the tangent bundle of M .

Definition 5.5 Let uW †g!M be smooth. The nonlinear x@–operator x@nl is defined
by the formula x@nl.u/D 1

2
.DuCJ ıDu ı j / 2�0;1.u�TM /. The map u is said to

be J–holomorphic if x@nl.u/D 0.

The operator x@nl can be viewed as a section of ‡ .

Definition 5.6 For A 2H2.M /, let HolA..†g; j /; .M;J // denote the subspace of
C1.†g;M / of maps u with x@nlu D 0 and u�Œ†g� D A. Let Z D fzig � †g be
a finite set of points and let zW Z !M be an injection. Let Holz..†g; j /; .M;J //

denote the subspace of Hol..†g; j /; .M;J // of maps with u.zi/D z.zi/.

When jZj D 1, we denote Holz..†g; j /; .M;J // by Hol�..†g; j /; .M;J //. We
recall the definition of two linearizations of the equation x@nl D 0 at a map uW †g!M .
The first will correspond to solving the equation by only varying u while the other will
correspond to solving the equation by varying u and the almost complex structure on
the domain. We shall define

DuW �.u
�TM /!�0;1.u�TM /;

zDuW �
0;1.T†g/��.u

�TM /!�0;1.u�TM /:

The operator x@nl defines a section of the bundle ‡ defined above. Thus the deriv-
ative Dx@nl is a bundle map Dx@nl W T C1.†g;M /! T‡ . The tangent bundle to
the Fréchet manifold C1.†g;M / is a bundle whose fiber at a map u is �.u�TM /.
Let V 2 ‡u . There is a noncanonical splitting of T‡V into ‡u and TuC1.†g;M /.
In [22], McDuff and Salamon use a Hermitian connection to construct a continuous
family of projections �V W T‡V ! ‡u . This construction allows us to define the
following linearized x@–operator. Also see [22, Formula 3.2].

Definition 5.7 For uW †g ! M smooth, let DuW �.u
�TM / ! �0;1.u�TM / be

given by the formula Du D �x@nl u
ıDx@nl

u .

Definition 5.8 For uW †g!M smooth, let the map zDuW �
0;1.T†g/��.u

�TM /!

�0;1.u�TM / be given by the formula zDu.v; �/DJdu.v/CDu.�/ for v2�0;1.T†g/

and � 2 �.u�TM /.
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If the map u is a nonconstant J–holomorphic map to a symplectic four-manifold,
Ivashkovich and Shevchishin in [12] defined a divisor D which is the divisor of zeros
of du counted with multiplicity. In particular, if u is an immersion, D is the empty
divisor. Let L.D/ be the holomorphic line bundle associated to D . That is, L.D/
is a vector bundle such that its associated sheaf of holomorphic sections is naturally
isomorphic to the sheaf of meromorphic sections of the trivial complex line bundle with
poles only on D with order less than or equal to the order of the divisor at that point.
In [12], Ivashkovich and Shevchishin also constructed a normal bundle (generalizing
that of [11]) called N and proved the following propositions (also see [33]).

Proposition 5.9 There is a linear operator x@� W �.N /!�0;1.N / making the follow-
ing diagram of short exact sequences commute:

0 //

��

�.T†g˝L.D// //

x@�
��

�.u�TM / //

Du

��

�.N / //

x@�
��

0

��

0 // �0;1.T†g˝L.D// // �0;1.u�TM / // �0;1.N / // 0

Here x@� DDid is the linearized x@–operator at the identity map idW †g!†g .

Although x@� is Fredholm and zDu is not, the two operators are closely related. In [33],
Sikorav proved the following theorem.

Proposition 5.10 If u is a nonconstant J–holomorphic map to a symplectic 4–
manifold, the operator x@� W �.N / ! �0;1.N / is surjective if and only if the map
zDuW �

0;1.T†g/ � �.u
�TM / ! �0;1.u�TM / is onto. Moreover, coker.x@�/ D

coker. zDu/.

5.2 Moduli spaces, holomorphic mapping spaces and their tangent spaces

In this subsection, we discuss various relevant moduli spaces and holomorphic mapping
spaces. We recall the relationship between the kernels of various x@–operators and
the tangent spaces of holomorphic mapping spaces and moduli spaces. Let Z D

fzig � †g be a finite set of points and zW Z ! M an injection. For a bundle E

over †g , let �.E/Z � �.E/ denote the subspace of sections which vanish on Z .
Let DZ

u W �.u
�TM /Z ! �0;1.u�TM / be the restriction of Du to �.u�TM /Z .

Likewise define x@z
� and zDZ

u . Recall that Holz..†g; j /; .M;J // denotes the subspace
of Hol..†g; j /; .M;J // of maps with u.zi/D z.zi/.
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Theorem 5.11 Let u 2 Holz..†g; j /; .M;J //. If DZ
u W �.u

�TM /!�0;1.u�TM /

is surjective, then a neighborhood of u in Holz..†g; j /; .M;J // is homeomorphic to
a neighborhood of zero in ker.DZ

u /. Thus the tangent space of Holz..†g; j /; .M;J //

at the point u can be identified with ker DZ
u . If the map DZ

u is onto for all u 2

Holz..†g; j /; .M;J //, then Holz..†g; j /; .M;J // is a smooth manifold.

See [22] for a proof. Recall that a sufficient condition for a map between manifolds to
have manifolds as fibers is that the map is a submersion. The above theorem regarding a
space being smooth can be strengthened to a statement about a map being a submersion.
Fix a path of compatible almost complex structures Jt . See [22] for a description of a
natural topology on

S
t Holz..†g; j /; .M;Jt //. There is a natural map

� W
[

t

Holz..†g; j /; .M;Jt //!R

such that the fiber over t 2 R is Holz..†g; j /; .M;Jt //. The above theorem can be
strengthened: if Du is onto, there is a neighborhood of u in

S
t Holz..†g; j /; .M;Jt //

that is a smooth manifold and � is a submersion at u; see [22; 33]. All of the theorems
about smoothness of moduli spaces or mapping spaces in this section can be rephrased
in terms of the corresponding projection maps being submersions.

The operator Du will be primarily of interest in genus zero. In higher genus, Du is
generally not onto. However, zDu is often onto. This operator is not Fredholm as its
kernel is infinite-dimensional. Therefore, ker zDu will not correspond to the tangent
space of a finite-dimensional mapping space. Let Jg denote the space of smooth
almost complex structures on †g compatible with a fixed orientation form. Consider
the following infinite-dimensional J–holomorphic mapping space.

Definition 5.12 Let Holz.†g; .M;J // � C1.†g;M /� Jg be the subset of maps
and almost complex structures .u; j / such that u is .j ;J /–holomorphic and u.zi/D

z.zi/. For A 2 H2.M /, let Holz
A
.†g; .M;J // be the subspace of maps such that

u�.Œ†g�/DA.

This is the space of all maps that are .j ;J /–holomorphic for some j on †g .

Definition 5.13 The moduli space of maps, denoted Mz
g.M;J;A/, is the quotient of

Holz
A
.†g; .M;J // by DiffZ .†/. Here DiffZ .†g/ is the group of diffeomorphisms

pointwise fixing Z acting on functions by precomposition and on almost complex
structures by pullback.
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Note that for g D 0 and Z D¿, we could also define M0.M;J;A/ as

HolA.CP1/.M;J //=PSL2.C/:

Here PSL2.C/D Hol1..CP1;CP1/ acts by precomposition. Also note that in genus
zero, ker x@� is a model for the tangent space of PSL2.C/ at the identity. The operator x@�
depends on a choice of divisor and here we choose that divisor to be the empty divisor
since every automorphism is an immersion. In general, the action by DiffZ .†g/ is
not free. If 2g � 3� jZj, however, the action has finite stabilizers since the action of
DiffZ .†g/ on Jg has finite stabilizers. The action also has finite stabilizers whenever u

is not constant [22]. In fact, the only nonconstant maps with nontrivial stabilizer groups
are multiply covered maps.

Definition 5.14 A nonconstant J–holomorphic map uW †g!M is called a multiple
cover if there is a holomorphic branched cover cW †g ! †g0 of degree at least two
and a J–holomorphic map vW †g0 !M such that uD c ı v .

5.3 Nodal curves and Gromov compactness

None of the mapping spaces and few of the moduli spaces described in the previous
section are compact. However, the moduli space of maps has a useful compactification
introduced by Gromov in [9]. We will only need the case of genus zero. The proofs
of all of the statements in this subsection are contained in [22]. One compactifies this
moduli space by adding what are called nodal curves.

Definition 5.15 A nodal surface † is a finite collection of surfaces f†gi
g and finite

collection of pairs of distinct points f.xk ;yk/g on the surfaces such that the quotient
space

F
†gi

=� is connected. Here � is the relation xk � yk . The surfaces †gi
are

called the irreducible components of †. A complex nodal curve is a nodal surface with
choice of almost complex structure ji on each irreducible component.

The pairs of points xk and yk are called nodes. A J–holomorphic map u from a
nodal curve † is a collection of .ji ;J /–holomorphic maps ui W †gi

!M such that
ui.xk/D uj .yk/. Let the symbol u�Œ†� denote the sum

P
i ui�Œ†gi

�. We fix a finite
subset of Z � † of size N that does not include any nodes. Let DiffZ .†/ denote
the subgroup of Diff.

F
†i/ that sends pairs of nodes to pairs of nodes and pointwise

fixes Z . A map uW †!M is called stable if for each i with ui constant, we have
2gi � 3�j.fnodesg[Z/\†gi

j. A nodal curve is called rational if the genus of every
surface is zero and if the quotient space

F
†gi

=� is simply connected.
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Definition 5.16 As a set, let Mz
0
.M;J;A/ denote the set of rational stable nodal

curves .†; j / and J–holomorphic maps uW † ! M such that u�.Œ†�/ D A and
u.zi/D z.zi/, modulo the action of the groups DiffZ .†/.

Definition 5.17 As a set, let Mz
0
.M;A/D

S
J Mz

0
.M;J;A/.

Initially, these two sets are stratified by sets with a natural topology. To topologize these
sets, see [9; 22]. In [9], Gromov proved the following theorem known as Gromov’s
compactness theorem.

Theorem 5.18 The natural map � W Mz
0
.M;A/! J is proper. In particular, each

Mz
0
.M;J;A/ is compact.

The x@–operators from the previous section generalize to the case of nodal curves.

Definition 5.19 Let .†; j / be a nodal curve. If uW † ! M is a J–holomorphic
map, let �.u�TM / denote the subspace of

Q
i �.u

�
i .TM // of tuples of sections

.�1; �2; : : :/ that agree at the nodes. Let �0;1.u�i .TM // D
Q

i �
0;1.u�i .TM // and

let �0;1.T†/D
Q

i �
0;1.T†gi

/. Define �.u�TM /Z to be the subspace of sections
vanishing on Z .

Definition 5.20 If uW † ! M is a J–holomorphic map from a nodal curve, let
DZ

u W �.u
�TM /Z ! �0;1.u�i .TM // denote the restriction of Du1

�Du2
� � � � to

sections vanishing on Z and agreeing on the nodes. Likewise define

zDZ
u W �

0;1.T†/��.u�TM /Z !�0;1.u�i .TM //:

The part of the following theorem regarding the operator Du was proved in Ruan and
Tian [25; 26], Fukaya and Ono [8], Li and Tian [17] and Siebert [31] and the part
regarding the operator zDu was proved in [33].

Theorem 5.21 Let u 2M
z
g.M;A/, with K pairs of nodes and u�Œ†�DA. Let I D

hc1.TM /;AiC.dimR.M /�6/.1�g�jZj/. Let G�DiffZ .†/ be the stabilizer group
of the map u. Assume that DZ

u or zDZ
u is onto. Then there is a local homeomorphism

�W Mz
g.M;A/! .CK

�C I�K=G/�J :

Moreover, the group G is finite and acts linearly and the map � commutes with the
two natural maps to J . Let � be � composed with the projection onto CK . Then for
v 2Mg.M;A/ near u, the number of components of the vector �.v/ which are zero
equals the number of pairs of nodes of the domain of v . Additionally, these coordinate
charts induce orbifold charts on the spaces Mg.M;J;A/.
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5.4 Automatic transversality in dimension 4

Often one is interested in proving that linearized x@–operators are surjective. For
example, we noted that surjectivity of linearized x@–operators is related to whether or
not various moduli and mapping spaces are manifolds/orbifolds. Although linearized
x@–operators are not always surjective, one can often prove that for a generic choice of
almost complex structure, certain linearized x@–operators are surjective. However, for
linearized x@–operators acting on sections of complex line bundles, there is a topological
criterion for proving surjectivity. This is the phenomena called automatic transversality.
It has applications to the study of J–holomorphic maps to 4–manifolds since u�TM

often splits into the direct sum of two complex line bundles (normal and tangent bundles;
see for example Proposition 5.9). In [11], they introduced the following definition and
proved the following theorem in the case of Z D∅.

Definition 5.22 Let E be a holomorphic line bundle. Let r0;1W �.E/!�0;1.E/ be
the antiholomorphic part of a Hermitian connection r . We call a first-order differential
operator LW �.E/! �0;1.E/ a generalized x@–operator if L D r0;1C a with a 2

�0;1.EndR E/.

Theorem 5.23 If E is a holomorphic line bundle on †g , LW �.E/! �0;1.E/ a
generalized x@–operator, and c1.E/ > 2g � 2, then L is surjective. For any finite
collection points Z , let LZ denote the restriction of L to �.E/Z . If c1.E/ >

2g� 2CjZj, then LZ is surjective.

Generalizing this to the case where Z ¤ ∅ is straightforward and is implicit in the
work of [33].

Theorem 5.23 is what is referred to as automatic transversality. It is automatic in the
sense that one can prove that a linearized x@–operator is onto without perturbing the
almost complex structure. It pertains to transversality since it can be used to prove
that x@nl is transverse to the zero section of ‡ .

In [11], Hofer, Lizan and Sikorav also proved that x@� and x@� are generalized x@–
operators. Using Proposition 5.10, this gives a topological criterion for proving that zDu

is surjective. Since c1.T†g/ D 2� 2g , x@� associated to immersions is onto when
g D 0. Combining this with Theorem 5.23 and Proposition 5.9, we get a topological
criterion for proving that Du is surjective. More explicitly we have the following
corollaries.

Corollary 5.24 If uW †g !M is a nonconstant J–holomorphic curve, M a sym-
plectic 4–manifold, then zDu and x@� are onto if c1.u

�TM / > jDj, where D is the
divisor of zeros of the derivative of u. These operators are onto when restricted to the
subspace of sections vanishing on Z if c1.u

�TM / > jDjC jZj.
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Proof Note that c1.u
�TM /D c1.N /C 2� 2gC jDj. Thus c1.N / > 2g� 2C jZj

and by Theorem 5.23, x@Z
� is onto. By Proposition 5.10, zDZ

u is also onto.

Corollary 5.25 If uW †g!M is a nonconstant J–holomorphic curve, M a symplec-
tic 4–manifold, then DZ

u is onto if 4� 4gCjDj�jZj>0 and c1.u
�TM />jDjCjZj.

Proof For a divisor Q, let L.Q/ denote the associated line bundle. Let D denote
the divisor of zeros of the derivative of u and view the set Z as a divisor. By a
generalization of Proposition 5.9 to the case jZj> 0, we have a commuting diagram
of short exact sequences:

0 //

��

�.T†g˝L.D�Z// //

xdZ
�
��

�.u�TM /Z //

xdZ
u

��

�.N /Z //

x@Z
�

��

0

��

0 // �0;1.T†g˝L.D// // �0;1.u�TM / // �0;1.N / // 0

Here N is the normal bundle of the curve u. By the snake lemma, we have the following
exact sequence: coker x@Z

� ! coker DZ
u ! coker x@Z

� ! 0. By Theorem 5.23, x@Z
�

and x@Z
� are onto so coker DZ

u D 0.

In particular, the hypotheses of the above theorem are satisfied if u is an immersion,
g D 0, c1.u

�TM / > jZj and jZj < 4. This allows us to prove many relevant
holomorphic mapping spaces are smooth manifolds and relevant moduli spaces are
orbifolds.

In [21], McDuff proved that the adjunction formula from algebraic geometry applies to
J–holomorphic curves in symplectic 4–manifolds. This allows one to get a topological
bound for the size of D , the divisor of zeros of a J–holomorphic map to a symplectic
4–manifold. This is relevant since the size of this divisor has appeared in several
formulas in this subsection regarding when linearized x@–operators are surjective. Since
we are only interested in the case of CP2 , we only state the formula in that case.

Theorem 5.26 If uW †g ! CP2 is a nonmultiply covered J–holomorphic map of
degree d , then the number of points where u is not an embedding (counted with
multiplicity) is equal to .d � 1/.d � 2/=2�g . Hence jDj � .d � 1/.d � 2/=2�g .

See [21] for a precise statement of how to count singularities with multiplicity. Note
that .d � 1/.d � 2/=2 � g measures both points of self intersection and points of
nonimmersion. Therefore jDj is not necessarily equal to .d � 1/.d � 2/=2�g .
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6 Degree-one and two holomorphic spheres in CP2

In this section we describe automatic transversality and Gromov compactness arguments
which show that the topology of the space of degree-one and two J–holomorphic maps
to CP2 is independent of the choice of almost complex structure J . The results about
degree-one maps are a small extension of the results in [9] and appear in [23]. The
case of degree-two maps does not seem to appear in the literature in this form. The
moduli space of degree two J–holomorphic curves is an orbifold. We use the theory
of flows and principle bundles on orbifolds as reviewed in Section 4.

6.1 Degree-one holomorphic spheres in CP2

In this subsection we recall the results of [9; 23] on the topology of the space of degree-
one J–holomorphic maps. In [23], the author proved the following propositions.

Proposition 6.1 For any compatible almost complex structure J , Hol�1.CP1; .CP2;J//

is diffeomorphic to Hol�1.CP1; .CP2;J0//. Moreover, there is such a diffeomorphism ˆ

making the following diagram homotopy commute:

Hol�1.CP1; .CP2;J0//
ˆ
//

i

))

Hol�1.CP1; .CP2;J //

i
��

�2CP2

Definition 6.2 Let evW Hol1.CP1; .CP2;J //!CP2 be defined by ev.u/D u.1/.

The spaces Hol�1.CP1; .CP2;J // are the fibers of the evaluation at infinity map

evW Hol1.CP1; .CP2;J //!CP2:

The previous proposition shows that the fibers are all diffeomorphic because they are
for the standard almost complex structure on CP2 . In fact, in [23] it was shown that
the evaluation map evW Hol�1.CP1; .CP2;J //!CP2 is a smooth fiber bundle.

Proposition 6.3 For any compatible almost complex structure J , the map

evW Hol1.CP1; .CP2;J //!CP2

is a fiber bundle.
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6.2 Degree-two holomorphic spheres in CP2

We will now prove that the topology of degree-two J–holomorphic mapping spaces is
independent of J . Some degree-two curves are multiply covered and hence the moduli
spaces have orbifold points. Also, because degree-two curves can degenerate into
two degree-one curves, the moduli space and the compactification are not equal. Let
Z D f1g �CP1 and z.1/D p0 2CP2 . There are four different types of elements
of Mz

0
.CP2;J; 2/ that we will treat separately.

Type 1 These curves are represented by a map uW CP1
! CP2 with u.1/ D p0 .

The map u is an embedding and nonmultiply covered. These curves are elements of
Mz

0
.CP2;J; 2/ and have trivial automorphism groups.

Type 2a These curves are represented by a map uW CP1
! CP2 with u.1/D p0 .

Here the map u is of the form c ı v . Here cW CP1
!CP1 is a degree-two branched

cover and vW CP1
! CP2 is a degree-one embedding. We assume that 1 is not

a branch point of c . These curves are elements of Mz
0
.CP2;J; 2/ and have trivial

automorphism groups.

Type 2b These curves are identical to those of type 2a but we assume that 1 is a
branch point of c . The automorphism groups of these curves are Z2 . These curves are
elements of Mz

0
.CP2;J; 2/.

Type 3 These curves are represented by two degree-one maps u1;u2W CP1
!CP2

with u1.1/Dp0 and u1.0/Du2.1/. We require that u1 and u2 have distinct images.
The automorphism groups of these curves are trivial. These curves are elements of
@Mz

0
.CP2;J; 2/.

Type 4a These curves are represented by two degree-one maps u1;u2W CP1
!CP2

and a degree-zero (constant) map u3W CP1
!CP2 with the constraint that u1.1/D

u3.0/, u2.1/D u3.1/ and u3.1/D p0 . Note that this condition is really just that
u1.1/D u2.1/D p0 ; however, we add in the extra genus-zero curve to make it a
stable map. We require that the images of u1 and u2 are different. These curves are
elements of @Mz

0
.CP2;J; 2/ and have trivial automorphism groups.

Type 4b These curves are identical to those of type 2a but we instead require that
the images of u1 and u2 are the same. These curves are elements of @Mz

0
.CP2;J; 2/

and have automorphism groups Z2 .

By Theorem 5.21, we can show that a moduli space is a smooth orbifold if we can
prove that the relevant linearized x@–operators are surjective. This is the case for rational
degree-two curves in CP2 .
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Proposition 6.4 Let J be any compatible almost complex structure on CP2 . If
u 2Mz

0
.CP2;J; 2/, then DZ

u is onto. In particular, this gives a smooth orbifold
structure on Mz

0
.CP2;J; 2/.

Proof The proof involves analyzing all four cases. In all cases jZjD 1. The symmetry
groups do not affect transversality so we can address type 2a and type 2b curves or
type 4a and type 4b curves at the same time.

Type 1 Since the map u is an embedding, jDj D 0. Note that c1.u
�T CP2/ D

3 deg.u/ D 6 > jDj C jZj D 1 and 4� 4gC jDj � jZj D 3 > 0 so Corollary 5.25
implies that DZ

u is onto.

Type 2 The map u is the composition of an embedding and a degree-two branched
cover. By the Riemann Hurwitz formula, degree-two branched covers have two simple
branch points. Thus, the map u is an immersion except at 2 points and jDj D 2.
Note that c1.u

�T CP2/ D 6 > jDj C jZj D 3 and 4� 4gC jDj � jZj D 5 > 0 so
Corollary 5.25 implies that DZ

u is onto.

Type 3 Note that all degree-one curves are embeddings. In this case, �.u�T CP2/Z
is the subspace of

�.u�1T CP2/��.u�2T CP2/

consisting of pairs of sections .�1; �2/ with �1.1/ D 0 and �2.1/ D �1.0/. Also
recall that

�0;1.u�T CP2/D�0;1.u�1T CP2/��0;1.u�2T CP2/

and that DZ
u W �.u

�T CP2/Z ! �0;1.u�T CP2/ is the restriction of Du1
�Du2

to
�.u�T CP2/Z .

Let Z1 D f0;1g viewed as a divisor on the domain of u1 and let Z2 D f1g viewed
as a divisor on the domain of u2 . The map Du1

W �.u�
1
T CP2/Z1

!�0;1.u�
1
T CP2/

is surjective by Corollary 5.25 since c1.u
�
1
T CP2/D 3> jDjCjZ1j D 2 and 4�4gC

jDj�jZ1jD 2> 0. The map Du2
W �.u�

2
T CP2/Z1

!�0;1.u�
2
T CP2/ is surjective by

Corollary 5.25 since c1.u
�
2
T CP2/D3> jDjCjZ1jD1 and 4�4gCjDj�jZ1jD3>0.

Let V � �.u�T CP2/Z be the subspace of sections where �2.1/D �1.0/D 0. The
subspace V is isomorphic to �.u�

2
T CP2/Z1

� �.u�
2
T CP2/Z2

and the restriction
of DZ

u to V is D
Z1
u1
�D

Z2
u2

. Since DZ
u is surjective when restricted to V , it is

surjective.

Type 4 In these cases, �.u�T CP2/Z is the subspace of

�.u�1T CP2/��.u�2T CP2/��.u�3T CP2/
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consisting of sections .�1; �2; �3/ with �1.1/ D �3.z1/ and �2.1/ D �3.z2/ and
�3.1/D 0. We have

�0;1.u�T CP2/D�0;1.u�1T CP2/��0;1.u�2T CP2/��0;1.u�1T CP2/

and that DZ
u W �.u

�T CP2/Z!�0;1.u�T CP2/ is the restriction of Du1
�Du2

�Du3

to �.u�T CP2/Z .

Let .�1; �2; �3/ 2�
0;1.u�T CP2/ be arbitrary. Since u3 is constant, u�

3
T CP2 is the

trivial complex plane bundle O˚O . Let L.�1/ be the line bundle associated to the
sheaf of sections of O vanishing at 1. Since H 1..O˚O/˝L.�1//D 0, we can
find a section �3 2 �.u�3T CP2/ with Du3

.�3/D �3 and �3.1/D 0. For i D 1 or 2,
let ˛i be a section of uiT CP2 with ˛i.1/D �3.zi/. For i D 1 or 2, let Zi D f1g

viewed as a subset of the domain of ui . As we observed when considering type 3

curves, the D
Zi
ui

are surjective and so we can find a section �i 2 �.u�i T CP2/Zi
with

Dui
� D �i CDui

˛i . Thus Dui
.�i C ˛i/ D �i and .�i C ˛i/.1/ D �3.zi/. Hence

.�1C˛1; �2C˛2; �3/ 2 �.u
�T CP2/Z and DZ

u .�1C˛1; �2C˛2; �3/D .�1; �2; �3/.
This completes the proof that DZ

u is onto for u of type 4.

Let Jt be a family of almost complex structures on a manifold CP2 . Let M DS
t M

z
0
.CP2;Jt ; 2/ and MD

S
t M

z
0
.CP2;Jt ; 2/. There is a natural map � W M!R

which sends elements of Mz
0
.CP2;Jt ; 2/ to t . Theorem 5.21 and Proposition 6.4

combine to show that � is a submersion. Additionally, Theorem 5.21 gives special
charts on M and describes the local structure of the inclusion M�M in these charts.
Using these charts, we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 6.5 The orbifold equivalence class of Mz
0
.CP2;J; 2/ is independent of J .

Proof Assume that we are interested in comparing the moduli spaces of J0 and J1

holomorphic curves. Let Jt be a path connecting J0 and J1 . In order not to discuss
orbifolds with boundary, we will define Jt for t < 0 and t > 1.

Let f.Ui ;Gi ; �i/g be the orbifold charts on SM coming from Theorem 5.21. Let f�ig

be a partition of unity subordinate to f.Ui ;Gi ; �i/g. Let �i be the vector field on Ui

induced from the product of the zero vector field on Cm � Cd=Aut.†/ and the
unit speed vector field on R. Let bW M ! R be a function such that b.v/ D 0

if �.v/ 62 Œ�1; 2� and b.v/ D 1 if �.v/ 2 Œ0; 1�. Let � D b†�i�i . By Gromov
compactness, � has compact support. Thus, � induces a flow �t W R �M ! M.
Since � projects to a unit length vector field on Œ0; 1�, for t 2 Œ0; 1�, �t restricts to a
map �t WM

z
0
.CP2;J0; 2/!Mz

0
.CP2;Jt ; 2/. The flow induces orbifold equivalences.

Since each vector field �i is parallel to the loci of singular curves M�M, so is �.
So, �t restricts to an equivalence between Mz

0
.CP2;J0; 2/ and Mz

0
.CP2;Jt ; 2/.
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Theorem 6.6 The diffeomorphism type of Hol�2.CP1; .CP2;J // is independent of J .
Moreover, there is a diffeomorphism ˆW Hol�2.CP1; .CP2;J0//! Hol�2.CP1; .CP2;J/

making the following diagram homotopy commute:

Hol�2.†g; .CP2;J0//
ˆ
//

i

))

Hol�2.†g; .CP2;J //

i
��

�2CP2

Proof Take a one-parameter family of almost complex structures Jt as in the proof
of the previous theorem. Hol�2.CP1; .CP2;Jt // is a principle Hol�1.CP1;CP1/ orbi-
bundle over MD

S
t M

z
0
.CP2;Jt ; 2/. Pulling back along the equivalence �t gives

a one-parameter family of orbibundles over Mz
0
.CP2;J0; 2/. Equivalence classes of

G–orbibundles over an orbifold X are in bijection with homotopy classes of maps
from BX to BG (Theorem 4.12). Since R is connected, the orbibundle type and
hence the orbifold equivalence class of Hol�2.CP1; .CP2;Jt // is independent of t .
Since the category of smooth manifolds is a full subcategory of the category of smooth
orbifolds, and since the total spaces of these orbibundles are manifolds not orbifolds,
we have that the diffeomorphism type of Hol�2.CP1; .CP2;J // is independent of J .

To see that the above diagram homotopy commutes, consider the space[
t

Hol�2.CP1; .CP2;Jt //:

The restriction to t D 0 or t D 1 are the two inclusion maps in the above diagram. The
fact that the inclusion map is defined over all of

S
t Hol�2.CP1; .CP2;Jt // gives the

homotopy.

Proposition 6.7 The evaluation at infinity map evW Hol2.CP1; .CP2;J //!CP2 is
a smooth fiber bundle map.

Proof This proof is exactly the same as the proof of Proposition 6.3 given in [23],
except one needs to use arguments similar to those of Theorems 6.5 and 6.6 to deal
with the lack of properness and orbifold points.

Since the group of holomorphic automorphisms of .CP2;J0/ acts transitively on CP2 ,
evW Hol2.CP1; .CP2;J0//!CP2 is a smooth fiber bundle map. We will use automatic
transversality arguments to show evW Hol2.CP1; .CP2;J //!CP2 is fiberwise diffeo-
morphic to evW Hol2.CP1; .CP2;J0//!CP2 and hence is also a smooth bundle map.
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Let M.1/
0

.CP2;J; 2/D Hol2.CP1; .CP2;J //=Hol�.CP1;CP1/ with the basepoint
condition defining Hol�.CP1;CP1/ being u.1/D1 and let xM.1/

0
.CP2;J; 2/ be

its compactification by stable maps. Let Jt be a path of almost complex structures
connecting J0 to J and let

HD
[

t

Hol2.CP1; .CP2;Jt //;

MD
[

t

M.1/
0

.CP2;Jt ; 2/;

xMD
[

t

M.1/
0

.CP2;Jt ; 2/:

The map H ! M is a one-parameter family of principle orbibundles with fiber
Hol�1.CP1;CP1/. The transversality condition needed to establish this is the same as
that needed to show Hol�1.CP1;CP1/ is a manifold, namely c1.T CP1/D 2> 0. By
the same arguments as those in the proof of Theorem 6.6, we see that the isomorphism
type of the bundle Hol2.CP1; .CP2;Jt //!M.1/

0
.CP2;Jt ; 2/ is independent of t .

By Gromov compactness, the map SM ! CP2
� R is proper. It is a submersion,

by the automatic transversality calculation done in Proposition 6.4. Using the ar-
guments of Theorem 6.5, we conclude that the isomorphism types of the bundles
M.1/

0
.CP2;Jt ; 2/!CP2 and M.1/

0
.CP2;Jt ; 2/!CP2 are independent of t .

The rest of the arguments follow those of the proof of [23, Theorem 2.17]. We use the
above results to show that the fiber diffeomorphism type of Hol2.CP1; .CP2;Jt //!

CP2 is independent of t and use this to conclude that evW Hol2.CP1; .CP2;J //!CP2

is a fiber bundle.

7 Construction of a holomorphic gluing map

In Section 2, we discussed a scanning map which, in particular, gives a map

sW

Z
†g�pt

R2!Map�.†g;B
2B.D2;D2;R2//:

In Section 3, we noted that B2B.D2;D2;R2/'CP2 . Moreover, we showed that a
map hW R2!�2CP2 satisfying certain conditions induces a mapZ

†g�pt
R2!Map�.†g;CP2/

which is a homology equivalence in an explicit range. In Section 7.2, we define a map
hW R2!Map�.CP1;CP2/ which lands in a neighborhood of Hol�.CP1; .CP2;J //.
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In Section 8.2 we describe how to interpret h a map of partial D2 –algebras up to
homotopy hW R2!�2CP2 . Given this, it is natural to ask if there a gluing map

gW

Z
†g�pt

R2! Hol�.†g; .CP2;J //:

This is the goal of this section. We will need some modifications primarily because
of two issues. Due to details involving analysis, we will not be able to construct such
a gluing map on all of

R
†g�pt R2 but only on compact subsets. Due to transversality

issues, we will need to use a construction that involves bundles of D2 –algebras over a
manifold instead of just one fixed D2 –algebra.

7.1 Approximate gluing maps and the implicit function theorem

In this subsection, we discuss a gluing construction from [33] which is a generalization
of a construction which appears in [22]. Let † 2 SMg be a nodal curve. Suppose K

is a compact set and f W K! Hol.†; .M;J //. If certain linearized x@–operators are
surjective, Sikorav in [33] described how to construct a map yf W K!Hol.†g; .M;J //

which can be thought of as a desingularization of the map f W K! Hol.†; .M;J //.
This is done by first constructing a map faW K !Map.†g;M / such that fa.�/ is
almost a J–holomorphic map in an appropriate sense. One proves that coker Dfa.�/ D

coker Df .�/ and coker zDfa.�/ D coker zDf .�/ . In our situation, the surjectivity of these
operators can be checked via automatic transversality arguments. Then one applies an
implicit function theorem to correct fa and build the map yf W K! Hol.†g; .M;J //.
We start off by stating implicit function theorems for Du [22] and zDu [33].

We will state a version of the implicit function theorem that not only describes when
a map u can be corrected to a J–holomorphic map yu, but also gives an estimate for
the distance between u and yu. Estimates for the distance between yu and u depend
on bounds for the norm of the partial right inverse of zDu . Extend zDu to a map
zDuW W

1;p.�.u�TM //! Lp.�0;1.u�TM //. Here W 1;p. � / or Lp. � / denote the
completion of the vector space with respect to the indicated norm. In our situation,
this requires picking a metric on the surface. Suppose QuW L

p.�0;1.u�TM // !

W 1;p.�.u�TM // is a right inverse to Du . A bound on the norm of Qu measures how
surjective Du is in the following sense. Given two Banach spaces X and Y , let L.X;Y /
denote the Banach space of bounded linear transformation with the operator norm. By
a Neumann series argument, one can show that if A 2 L.X;Y / and B 2 L.Y;X / with
A ıB D idY , then if kC �Ak< kBk, then C is also surjective. Also, note that if Du

is surjective, then it will have a bounded partial right inverse. In [22, Theorem 3.3.4],
the following theorem is proved in the case that Z D∅. The general case follows by
similar arguments.
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Theorem 7.1 Fix a finite set Z�†g and let p>2. For every c0>0, there exists ı>0

and c> 0 (only depending on c0 ) such that the following hold. Fix a metric on †g with
volume less than c0 . Fix an almost complex structure j on †g and let uW †g!M be
smooth. Assume that DZ

u W W
1;p.�.u�TM /Z /! Lp.�0;1.u�.TM // is surjective

and let QuW L
1;p.�0;1.u�.TM //!W 1;p.�.u�TM /Z / be a right inverse. Assume

that kQuk � c0 , kdukLp � c0 and kx@nlukLp � ı . Under these circumstances, there
exists � 2 �.u�TM /Z such that the function yu defined by the following formula is
.j ;J /–holomorphic:

yu.z/D expu.z/.�z/:

Also, k�kW 1;p � ckx@nlukLp � ıc0 .

The analogous theorem for the operator zDZ
u is implicit in step 4 of the proof of

Theorem 1 of [33].

Theorem 7.2 Fix a finite set Z � †g and let p > 2. For every c0 > 0, there exists
ı > 0 and c > 0 (only depending on c0 ) such that the following hold. Fix a metric
on †g with volume less than c0 . Fix an almost complex structure j on †g and let
uW †g!M be smooth. Assume that zDZ

u W W
1;p.�0;1.T �†g/Z ��.u

�TM /Z /!

Lp.�0;1.u�.TM // is surjective and let

QuW L
1;p.�0;1.u�.TM //!W 1;p.�0;1.T �†g/Z ��.u

�TM /Z /

be a right inverse. Assume that kQuk � c0 , kdukLp � c0 and kx@nlukLp � ı . Un-
der these circumstances, there exists � 2 �.u�TM /Z and almost complex struc-
ture j 0 on †g such that the function yu defined by the following formula is .j 0;J /–
holomorphic:

yu.z/D expu.z/.�z/:

Also, k�kW 1;p � ckx@nlukLp � ıc0 . The almost complex structure j 0 D expj .±/ for
some ± 2�0;1.T†g/.

Next we turn towards constructing gluing maps. Consider the following situation. Let
CiD .†gi

; ji/ be complex curves for iD1 and 2. Let zi 2†gi
and ui W Ci!M be J–

holomorphic maps with u1.z1/Du2.z2/. Let ei W D!Ci be holomorphic embeddings
with ei.0/D zi . Here D is the open unit disk in C with the standard complex structure.
Fix metrics on each surface †gi

. In [33], they describe how to construct a smooth
complex curve yC of genus g1Cg2 with a J–holomorphic map yuW yC !M . For the
remainder of this subsection, we will describe their construction. We consider gluing
just two curves for simplicity of notation and clarity but the construction generalizes
to allow the gluing of an arbitrary finite number of curves in compact families. In
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future sections we will only be interested in the case where all but one of the curves
are rational.

Let Dt � C be the disk of radius t centered at the origin. We will always assume
t 2 .0; 1/. Let At �D2 be the subspace of points .x;y/ with xy D t . The space At

is topologically an annulus with a natural complex structure and metric induced by C2 .
Let Ct D ..C1 � e1.D

p
t //[ .C2 � e2.D

p
t //[At /= �. Here � is the relation that

.x;y/� e1.x/ if jxj> jyj and .x;y/� e2.y/ if jyj> jxj. Denote the inclusion map
At!Ct by  . The space Ct is a surface of genus g1Cg2 and has a natural complex
structure coming from the Ci and At .

To construct a J–holomorphic map ut W Ct !M , we first construct an approximate
J–holomorphic map ut

aW Ct !M such that limt!0k
x@ut

akLp D 0. The function ut
a

will agree with ui on the image of Ci � ei.D1/ and we will use cutoff functions to
define the function on the rest of the surface. Fix pW Œ0;1/! Œ0; 1� a smooth function
with p.s/D 0 for s� 1 and p.s/D 1 for s� 2. Let C be the nodal curve which is the
wedge of C1 and C2 at the points z1 D e1.0/ and z2 D e2.0/ and let uW C !M be
the map induced by the ui ’s. Let Pt W Ct!C be defined as follows. For points outside
of ei.D/, define Pt by the map Ct �

S
ei.D/! C1 [ C2 ! C . For .x;y/ 2 At ,

define Pt . .x;y// by the formula

Pt . .x;y//D

�
e1.p.t

�1=4jxj/x/ if jxj � jyj;
e2.p.t

�1=4jyj/y/ if jyj � jxj:

Define the map ut
aW Ct ! M by the formula ut

a D u ı Pt . The map ut
a is not

J–holomorphic, but in [33, Section 3.1] they proved the following.

Theorem 7.3 Fix metrics on the curves C1 and C2 and consider Ct to have these
metric outside of the images of ei and on At we use the metric induced by C2 . For
any maps ui W Ci !M with u1.z1/D u2.z2/, we have kx@nlut

akLp D kx@nlu1kLp C

kx@nlu2kLp CO.t1=.2p//. Moreover, this estimate is uniform in families whose first
derivative is uniformly pointwise bounded within the images of the embeddings.

In particular, if u1 and u2 are J–holomorphic, then kx@nlut
akLp can be made arbitrarily

small. This is the sense in which ut
a is approximately J–holomorphic.

Remark 4 Later in this section we will want to iterate this gluing construction. To
apply the above theorem, we need to observe that in fact the first derivative of ut

a is
bounded as t goes to zero. The function ut

a is equal to one of the ui or constant except
on the annulus t1=4 � jxj � 2t1=4 and on the annulus with x replaced with y . On this
annulus, Dut

a DO.t�1=4jxj/DO.1/. This bound depends on the cutoff function p

and on the ui but not on t .
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In order to apply the implicit function theorem, Theorem 7.1 or 7.2, we also need a
way to compute coker Dua

or coker zDua
. In [33], the following theorem was proved.

Theorem 7.4 For any finite subset Z � Ct �At , there is an isomorphism between
the cokernels of zDZ

ua
and zDZ

u for sufficiently small t .

When dimR MD4, we can often use automatic transversality techniques (Theorem 5.23)
to prove that zDu is onto. This then implies that zDut

a
is onto and thus, by Theorem 7.2,

the map ut
a can be corrected to produce an actual J–holomorphic map. A similar

theorem is proved in [22] relating Du and Dut
a

. If zDu is surjective, then in [33], a
uniform bound on the norms of partial right inverses of zDut

is constructed.

Theorem 7.5 If zDu is onto, then for sufficiently small t , there exists a number c0

such that zDut
has a right inverse with norm less than c0 .

Combining Theorems 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5, we get the following theorem.

Theorem 7.6 If C is a nodal curve, uW C !M is J–holomorphic and zDu is onto,
then for sufficiently small t , there exists an almost complex structure j 0 on Ct and
section � 2 �.ut�

a TM / such that ut W Ct !M defined by ut .z/ D exput
a.z/

.�z/ is
.j 0;J /–holomorphic.

In [33], Sikorav proved this theorem and generalized it to compact families of maps
and embeddings as well as to the case of the intersection of more than two curves. If
Z � C is a finite set and zDZ

u is onto, we additionally require that the section � be in
�.ut�

a TM /Z and thus ut .z/D u.z/D ua.z/ for all z 2Z .

Combining Theorems 7.2, 7.4 and 7.5, we get the following corollary.

Corollary 7.7 If u is a J–holomorphic map from a nodal curve and zDu is onto, then
there is a t0 > 0 such that for all t < t0 and for all s � 1, zDexp

ut
a
.s�/ is onto. In

particular, zDut
is onto.

Proof By Theorem 7.4, there is a t0 > 0 and R > 0 such that for all t < t0 , the
operator zDut

a
is onto and zDut

has a right inverse of norm less than R. Here the norm
is the operator norm with the domain of zDut

a
completed with respect to the W 1;p

norm and the range completed with respect to the Lp norm and p > 2. Using parallel
transport, for v near ut

a , view v and ut
a as linear transformations between the same

Banach spaces [22]. Note that the operator zDv depends continuously on v with
respect to the W 1;p topology. Thus, for v sufficiently close to ut , zDv is onto. By
Theorem 7.2, by choosing a possibly smaller t0 , we can make � small enough so
k zDut

a
� zDexp

ut
a
.s�/k< 1=R for any t < t0 and 0� s � 1. Thus zDexp

ut
a
.s�/ is also onto

since zDut
a

has a right inverse with norm less than R.
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All of these theorems above are generalizations of theorems from [22]. To get the
original theorem of [22], replace the assumption that zDu is onto with Du . In this
situation, one can use the implicit function theorem for Du which does not involve
perturbing the almost complex structure. For example, Theorem 7.6 is a reformulation
of the following theorem from [22].

Theorem 7.8 Let C be a complex nodal curve and let Ct be the associated smooth
complex curve with complex structure. If DZ

u is onto for a finite set Z � C disjoint
from the nodes, then for sufficiently small t , there exists a section � 2 �.ut�

a TM /Z
such that ut W Ct !M defined by ut .z/D exput

a.z/
.�z/ is J–holomorphic.

7.2 A genus-zero approximate gluing map

The goal of this subsection is to construct a map hW R2 ! Map�.CP1;CP2/ �

Metpc.CP1/. Here Metpc.S/ denotes the space (topologized with the trivial topology)
of piecewise continuous (continuous off the image of a finite number of smoothly embed-
ded arcs) metrics on a surface S . Let hm denote the projection of h onto Metpc.CP1/

and let hf be the projection of h onto Map�.CP1;CP2/. The desired property of
the map h is that for all � 2 R2 , hf .�/ will be approximately J–holomorphic so
that in Section 7.5 one can correct this and build a map that lands in the space of J–
holomorphic maps to CP2 . We measure the failure of hf .�/ to be holomorphic using
the metric hm.�/. Recall that the symbol CP1 denotes the sphere with the standard
complex structure j0 . Using an identification of Map�.CP1;CP2/ with �2CP2 , in
Section 8.2 we will see that hf is a map of partial D2 –algebras up to homotopy so
Corollary 3.13 will apply to hf .

Modified definition of R2 Recall that R2 was defined in Definition 3.5. We describe
some modifications to R2 which do not change the homotopy type but facilitate the
construction of gluing maps. First, we will pick a subset D0

2
.2/�D2.2/ such that:

� D0
2
.2/ is †2 –invariant.

� The inclusion D0
2
.2/!D2.2/ is an equivariant homotopy equivalence.

� D0
2
.2/ is compact.

For concreteness, we take D0
2
.2/ to be the family of pairs of disks of radius 1

5
with

centers a distance of 1
2

away from the origin and distance of 1 away from each other.
From now on, we slightly modify the definition of R2 replacing D2.2/ with D0

2
.2/

both in the definition of the space and in the definition of the space of compositions.
The compactness of D0

2
.2/ will be relevant for analysis later. Since the inclusion

D0
2
.2/!D2.2/ is a homotopy equivalence, all of the results of Section 3 still apply.
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Definition of h on fr0; r1g We send r0 to the constant map with value the base-
point and round metric 0 on CP1 . Fix an element q1 2 Hol�1.CP1; .CP2;J // �

Map�1.CP1;CP2/ and let h.r1/D .q1; 0/.

View the cone Cone.D0
2
.2/=†2/ as the quotient of D0

2
.2/=†2�Œ0; 1� where we identify

all points of the form .�; 1/. To define h on Cone.D0
2
.2/=†2/ we will define hf on

D0
2
.2/=†2 � f0g to be an approximate gluing map using the formulas of the previous

section. In the interval Œ0; 1
3
�, we will correct this approximate gluing map to an

actual gluing map so that D0
2
.2/=†2 � f

1
3
g is mapped to the subspace of holomorphic

functions. Since the space of degree-two holomorphic functions is simply connected,
the map D0

2
.2/=†2 � f

1
3
g ! Hol�2.CP1; .CP2;J // can be extended to the rest of the

cone.

Definition of h on D0
2
.2/=†2 � f0g Let p0 2 CP2 be the basepoint. An element

of D0
2
.2/=†2 is two embeddings ei W D!D �CP1 . We write these embeddings as

if they were ordered; however, our construction will never use this and thus will be
well defined on the quotient. Let uconstW CP1

! CP2 be the constant map. Let C

be the nodal curve which is a union of three copies of CP1 attached at two points.
Call the CP1 with two copies of CP1 attached to it the root and call the other copies
of CP1 the leaves. Attach1 in the i th leaf to ei.0/ in the root. The maps q1; q1;u

const

assemble to form a map uW C !CP2 . Let e0W D!CP1 be the map z! 1=z and let
e0i W D! CP1 be given by the same formula as e0 but we now view CP1 as the i th

root. The collection of embeddings e1; e2; e
0
1
; e0

2
give neighborhoods of the nodes.

Equip the three spheres with the metric 0 .

We can build a surface with complex structure and metric Ct and a map uaW Ct!CP2

as in the previous subsection. The curve Ct is genus-zero and hence is diffeomorphic
to CP1 . In fact there is a natural holomorphic isomorphism d.e1; e2/W CP1

! Ct

which we will describe shortly. Then we will define the approximate gluing map
haW D0

2
.2/=†2!Map�2.CP1;CP2/ via the formula ha.e1; e2/D ua ı d.e1; e2/.

Recall that At is the annulus in D2 of points .x;y/ with xy D t and Dr is the disk
of radius r around the origin. The curve Ct is defined to be the quotient of the space

.CP1
� e1.D

p
t /� e2.D

p
t /[

� 2G
iD1

CP1
� e0i.D

p
t /

�
[

2G
iD1

At

by the following relation. For .x;y/ in the i th At , we identify .x;y/ with ei.x/ in
the root if jxj> jyj and we identify .x;y/ with e0i.y/ if jyj> jxj.

Let ˛i W D
p

t !Ct be the map z! z=t composed with the inclusion of C into the i th

leaf (that is, ˛i has image the i th copy of CP1
� e0i.D

p
t /). Let �W CP1

� e1.D
p

t /�
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q1 q1

e1 e2

Constant

Figure 4: A nodal curve associated to an element of D0
2.2/=†2

e2.D
p

t /! Ct be the inclusion of the root and define d.e1; e2/W CP1
! Ct by

d.e1; e2/.z/D

�
�.z/; if z 62 ei.D

p
t / for each i;

˛i.e
�1
i .z//; if z 2 ei.D

p
t /:

Note that this is a holomorphic isomorphism. The approximate gluing map ha.e1; e2/

sends points outside the disks ei.Dt3=4/ to the basepoint and points inside the disks to
rescaled versions of the map q1 . The image of ha.e1; e2/ does not depend on t .

On D0.2/=†2�f0g, define hf ..e1; e2/; 0/ to be ha.e1; e2/. We define hm..e1; e2/; 0/

to be the pullback of the metric on Ct under the map d.e1; e2/. Here Ct is equipped
with the metric induced from C2 on the annuli and the metric 0 on the spheres minus
the disks.

Definition of h on D0
2
.2/=†2�Œ0; 1

3
� For s� 1

3
and � 2D0

2
.2/=†2 , let hm.�; s/D

hm.�; 0/. The definition of hf .�; s/ involves correcting ha to land in the subspaces
of holomorphic maps.

By Theorem 7.8, we can perturb ha to a map to Hol�.CP1; .CP2;J // if the opera-
tor DZ

u is onto. Here u is the map from the nodal curve induced by q1 on the leaves
and the constant map on the root and Z is the set containing 1 in the root CP1 . By
Proposition 6.4, the operator DZ

u is onto for these types of curves. Thus, we have the
following proposition.

Proposition 7.9 For t sufficiently small, there is a map

�t W D
0
2.2/=†2! �.T C1.CP1;CP2//

with the property that for � 2D0
2
.2/=†2 , the following map is J–holomorphic:

z! expha.�/.z/.�t .�/.z//:
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We define hf .�; s/ by

hf .�; s/D expha.�/.z/.3s�t .�/.z//:

This agrees with our previous definition when s D 0. When s D 1
3

, hf .�; s/ is
J–holomorphic by Proposition 7.9.

Definition of h on D0
2
.2/=†2 � Œ1

3
; 2

3
� We would like our construction to depend

continuously on t . Moreover, we would like some explicit control as t tends to 0.
Thus, we cannot just arbitrarily extend the function to the rest of the cone. Instead, we
define h on D0

2
.2/=†2 � Œ

1
3
; 2

3
� so that it does not depend on t on D0

2
.2/=†2 � f

2
3
g

and then once and for all define h on D0
2
.2/=†2 � Œ

2
3
; 1� by extending arbitrarily

using simple connectivity of Hol�2.CP1; .CP2;J //.

Pick t0 sufficiently small so that the conclusions of Proposition 7.9 apply. View t0
as fixed once and for all as opposed to t which we will send to zero later. For s

in Œ1
3
; 2

3
� and � 2D0

2
.2/=†2 , define hf .�; s/ by hf .�; s/D expha.�/.z/.��.s/.�/.z//

with �.s/D .2�3s/tC .3s�1/t0 . When sD 1
3

, this agrees with the definition already
given. When s D 2

3
, this is identical to the case s D 1

3
except with t replaced by t0 .

For s 2 Œ1
3
; 2

3
�, we define the metric hm.�; s/ to be identical to the metric hm.�; 0/

except with the gluing parameter t replaced with �.s/ in all formulas.

Definition of h on the image of D0
2
.2/=†2 � Œ2

3
; 1�g We now describe how to

extend h to the rest of the cone. The following proposition appears in the proof
of [30, Lemma 3.4].

Proposition 7.10 The spaces Hol�k.CP1; .CP2;J0// are simply connected for all k .

By Theorem 6.6, Hol�2.CP1; .CP2;J // is simply connected for all J . Since we have
D0

2
.2/Š S1 , we can extend hf over the rest of the cone in such a way that hf .�; s/

is J–holomorphic for s � 2
3

(Note it is also J–holomorphic for s 2 Œ1
3
; 2

3
�).

We extend hm to the rest of the cone as follows. We keep the metric constant outside
the images of the embeddings ei . Inside the images of the embeddings we change
the metrics so that for s D 1, the metric on CP1 is 0 . We require that this path of
metrics consists of continuous metrics when restricted to the regions ei.D/� ei.Dt /

and ei.Dt /. We also ask that the metrics vary continuously with respect to the usual
topology on the space of metrics in these regions. Additionally, we require that this
path of metrics stays commensurable to 0 . In other words, there should be a constant
R > 0 such that for all tangent vectors v;w , jhm.�; s/.v; w/j � Rj0.v; w/j and
jhm.�; s/.v; w/j � j0.v; w/j=R. We allow R to depend on t0 . Note that such a
family of metrics exists since D0

2
.2/ is compact.
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Bundle of partial algebras Note that the map h depends on a basepoint p0 2CP2

and a choice of q1 2Hol�1.CP1;CP2/. Due to transversality issues, we will not be able
to glue rational maps onto the constant map from †g to CP2 . Instead, we will pick a
J–holomorphic map wW †g!CP2 and glue rational J–holomorphic maps to w . In
order to glue two curves, they need to intersect. Thus, we need to let the basepoint vary.
For z 2†g�pt and � 2R2 , we denote the associated element of Map.CP1; .CP2;J /

by h
f
z .�/. The desired properties of h are that h

f
z .�/.1/D w.z/. That is, for each

point z in the curve, we want R2 to map into the space of maps based at w.z/.

First, we define h
f
z .r0/ to be the constant map at w.z/.

Note that all maps wW †g � pt!CP2 are nullhomotopic since †g � pt is homotopy
equivalent to a wedge of circles and CP2 is simply connected. Thus all bundles on
†g � pt pulled back from CP2 along w are trivializable.

Given a map u 2 Hol1.CP1; .CP2;J //, let fuW D
0
2
.2/=†2! Hol2.CP1; .CP2;J //

be the map which sends .e1; e2/ 2D0
2
.2/=†2 to the element of Hol2.CP1; .CP2;J //

defined using the same procedure as was used to define hf ..e1; e2/;
2
3
/ except with q1

replaced with u. Let evW Hol1.CP1; .CP2;J //! CP2 be the bundle described in
Proposition 6.3 and let kW K!CP2 be a subbundle of Hol1.CP1; .CP2;J //!CP2

such that k is proper and the inclusion of the fibers of k into the fibers of ev are
homotopy equivalences. Let E ! CP2 be the bundle whose fiber over a point
p 2 CP2 is the space of pairs .u;g/ with u 2 k�1.p/ and gW Cone.D0

2
.2/=†2/!

Hol2.CP1; .CP2;J // satisfying

� g.e1; e2; s/.1/D p ,

� g.e1; e2; 0/D fu.e1; e2/,

for all .e1; e2/2D0
2
.2/=†2 and s 2 Œ0; 1�. That is, the fiber at p consists of degree-one

holomorphic maps u based at p as well as an extension of fu to the cone. Note that
the map fu depends on the gluing parameter t0 and is only defined for t0 sufficiently
small. Since CP2 is compact and k is proper, we can pick one t0 that works for all
u 2K and hence make sense of E .

Fix a trivialization of w�E on †g � pt and use this trivialization to pick a section
of w�E . This in particular gives a section � of w�Hol�1.CP1; .CP2;J //. This allows
us to define h

f
z for s � 2

3
as was done in the nonparameterized setting. We have

f�.z/.e1; e2/D hfz .e1; e2;
2
3
/:

For s > 2
3

, we use the chosen extension of f�.z/ to the cone to define h
f
z .

We do not need to have the metric depend on the point in †g � pt.
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7.3 A holomorphic version of topological chiral homology

Here we slightly modify the space
R
†g�ptR2 to construct a new space

R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /.

We will refer to
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j / as the holomorphic topological chiral homology of

the manifold †g � pt with coefficients in R2 . Due to issues involving analysis, we
will not be able to construct a gluing map on all of

R hol
†g�pt.R2; j / but only over any

compact subset.

Since we are attempting to build a map to Hol�.†g; .CP2;J //, the space D.†g�pt/
of smoothly embedded disks is not the correct space to consider. Instead we will be
interested in a space of holomorphic embeddings of disks. Fix a complex structure j

on †g .

Definition 7.11 Let D.†g � pt/ be the sub-†–space of D.†g � pt/ consisting of
j–holomorphic embeddings.

Since elements of D2.k/ are holomorphic, D.†g � pt/ has the structure of a right
D2 –module. Note that for all k , the obvious map � W D.†g�pt/.k/!D.†g�pt/.k/
is a weak equivalence. We will define

R hol
†g�pt.R2; j / to be B.D.†g � pt/;D2;R2/.

Just as in Section 2.2, we can view elements of Bk.D.†g � pt/;D2;R2/ as labeled
rooted trees. This is done as follows.

(1) The root of T is labeled by an element of D.†g�pt/. In other words, the label
of the root is a collection of j–holomorphic embeddings ei W D!†g � pt and
paths of matrices.

(2) The internal vertices are labeled by elements of D2 .
(3) The leaves are labeled by elements of R2 .

Given a tree T , we will always denote the components of T minus the root by Ti .
Each Ti is a tree and has an associated embedding ei W D!†g . A labeled tree being
an element of B.D.†g � pt/;D2;R2/ is equivalent to the following condition. The
labels of all of the internal vertices of Ti along with the labels of the leaves form an
element of D˝k

2
˝R2 and we require that this element is in Compk .

We see that one of two possible situations occurs for a subtree Ti . We could have
that Ti has one leaf, the valency of each internal vertex is two, and each internal vertex
is labeled by id 2 D2.1/. In this case, the leaves are labeled by arbitrary elements
of R2 . Otherwise, Ti has two leaves. In this case, there is a unique trivalent internal
vertex labeled by an element of D0

2
.2/ and both leaves are labeled by r1 .

The space
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j / does not depend on the map wW †g!CP2 . However, using

the map w and the maps hz , we can view the labels of the leaves of the trees ofR hol
†g�pt.R2; j / as elements of Map.CP1;CP2/.
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7.4 Construction of an approximate gluing map for holomorphic topolog-
ical chiral homology

In the previous subsection, we constructed a space
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j / which is the geo-

metric realization of a simplicial space involving holomorphic embeddings of disks
in †g and elements of R2 which we identify with degree-one and -two approximately
J–holomorphic maps to CP2 using the function h. In this subsection, we will describe
a map

gaW

Z hol

†g�pt
.R2; j /!Map�.†g; .CP2;J //�Metpc.†g/

which we call the approximate gluing map. In the final subsection of this section,
we will perturb this map using the implicit function theorem to produce a map to
Hol�.†g; .CP2;J //.

Before we proceed, we fix a metric g on †g .

Definition 7.12 For N 2 N0 , let FN .
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j // denote the N–skeleton ofR hol

†g�pt.R2; j /.

As in Section 7.2, the approximate gluing map ga depends on a gluing parameter
t 2 .0; 1� which we suppress from the notation. On compact sets, we will be able to
choose t sufficiently small such that ga can be corrected to yield a map into the space
of J–holomorphic maps. First we will define ga on the zero-skeleton. For clarity we
will define ga on the one-skeleton before giving the general definition of the map. We
will denote the restriction of ga to the N –skeleton by gN . We denote the projection
of gN to the space of maps by g

f
N

and the projection to Metpc.†g/ by gm
N

.

Definition of ga on F0.
R hol

†g�pt.R2; j // A point in the space F0.
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j //

can be viewed as a collection of holomorphically embedded disks labeled with rational
degree-one or two approximately J–holomorphic functions ui such that w maps the
center of the i th disk to ui.1/ along with metrics on the domains of the maps ui . To
denote a collection of holomorphic embeddings ei W D! †g and maps ui W CP1

!

CP2 , we will use the shorthand notation .Ee; Eu/. Let e0W D!CP1 be the map z! 1=z

and let e0i denote the map e0 where we view the range as the i th copy of CP1 . Given
this data and the fixed metric g on †g , in Section 7.1 we described a construction
of a surface of genus g with complex structure and metric, Ct and an approximate
gluing map ua.Ee; Eu/W Ct !CP2 . The diffeomorphism type of Ct .e; Eu/ is always the
same as †g . Moreover, one can define a holomorphic isomorphism d.Ee/W †g! Ct

in the exact same way as in Section 7.2. We use the obvious inclusion �W †g �S
i�n ei.D

p
t /!Ct outside the images of the disks (as well as a little into the images)

and scale by a factor of t to define it inside the disks (see Section 7.2).
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Let g
f
0
.Ee; Eu/D ua.Ee; Eu/ıd.Ee/. Define gm

0
to be the pullback under d.Ee/ of the metric

on Ct used in Section 7.1. This gives a map

g0W F0

�Z hol

†g�pt
.R2; j /

�
!Map�.†g;CP2/�Metpc.†g/:

The reason that the map ua.Ee; Eu/ ı d.Ee/ is based is because the disks are embedded in
†g � pt so ua.e; Eu/.d.Ee/.pt//D w.pt/.

Definition of ga on F1.
R hol

†g�pt.R2; j // Let AN D BN .D.†g � pt/;D2;R2/ be
the space of N simplices of Z hol

†g�pt
.R2; j /:

The space F1.
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j // is the homotopy coequalizer of face maps d0; d1W A1!

A0 . Extending ga to F1.
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j // is the same data as a homotopy between

g0 ı d0 and g0 ı d1 . We will pick a homotopy through maps which are “close” to
holomorphic maps. Therefore, in Section 7.5, we will be able to perturb ga to a map
to Hol�.†g; .CP2;J //. There are many other choices for homotopies; however, some
choices may involve maps which cannot be corrected to J–holomorphic maps using
the techniques of Section 7.1.

A point in A1 is a rooted tree T of depth 3 with the following data. The root is labeled
by disjoint embeddings Ee D .e1; : : : ; ek/ 2D.†g � pt/. The valence of the root is k .
The internal vertices are labeled by elements of Eei D .ei1; : : : ; eiki

/2D0
2
.ki/ and these

have valency ki C 1. The leaves are labeled by elements of R2 which can be thought
of as maps uij W CP1

!CP2 with uij .1/D w.ei.0// and metrics ij on CP1 . We
require that all subtrees of T minus the root be labeled by composable elements. This
translates to the following conditions. Let fTig be the set of subtrees of T minus the
root. Either the internal vertex of Ti is labeled by the identity and there is only one leaf
labeled by .ui ; i/, or the internal vertex of Ti is labeled by .ei1; ei2/ 2D0

2
.2/ and

there are two leaves labeled by r1 . Depending on the simplicial coordinate, we will
think of the label r1 as being the degree-one map hfei .0/

.r1/, h
f

ei .eij .0//
.r1/ or h

f
z .r1/

for some z interpolating between ei.0/ and ei.eij .0//. Reorder so that Ti has trivalent
internal vertices for i � l and has all internal vertices labeled by id for i > l . Let
Ee�l D .e1; : : : ; el/ and let Ee ı Ee�� D .e1 ı e11; e1 ı e12; : : : ; el ı el2; elC1; : : : ; ek/.

We now recall the effects of the face map d0W A1!A0 . The map d0 does not change
the embeddings ei W D!†g . It replaces the trees Ti with the composition of all of the
elements labeling vertices of Ti : Let zi D ei.0/ 2†g . In this notation, it replaces Ti

with a leaf labeled by hzi
.ei1; ei2; 0/ for i � l and replaces Ti with a leaf labeled by
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.ui ; i/ for i > l . Here the number 0 in .ei1; ei2; 0/ is the cone coordinate and recall
that h.ei1; ei2; 0/ is equal to the approximate gluing map ha.ei1; ei2/. Thus

d0.T /D Ee� .hz1
.e11; e12; 0/; : : : ; hzl

.el1; el2; 0/; .ulC1I lC1/; : : : ; .uk I k//:

In contrast, the face map d1W A1 ! A0 does change the embeddings of disks into
†g � pt by composing embeddings. In this notation, we have that

d1.T /D Ee ı Ee�� � .hz11
.r1/; : : : ; hzl2

.r1/; .ulC1; lC1/; : : : ; .uk ; k//

with zij D ei.eij .0//.

To construct the homotopy between g0 ı d0 and g0 ı d1 , we will need to introduce
some more notation. The map g

f
0

depends implicitly on a map wW †g!CP2 . For
another map w0W †g! CP2 , collection of embeddings ei W D! †g � pt and maps
ui W CP1

!CP2 with ui.1/ equal to the image of the center of the i th disk under the
map w0 , let G

f
w0.Ee; Eu/W †g!CP2 be the function defined by the same formulas used

to define g
f
0

, after replacing w by w0 in all of the formulas. We will add a subscript t

when we want to indicate the dependence on the gluing parameter.

Let  0 be a metric on †g and E D .1; : : : ; k/ be metrics on the CP1 ’s. Likewise let
Gm
 0.Ee; E / be the metric on †g defined using the same formula as gm

0
, after replacing g

by  0 and using the metrics i on the CP1 ’s. Given a metric  and a positive real
number R, let R denote the metric  scaled by R.

Given a collection of embeddings ei W D! †g � pt, let Euconst denote the collection
of constant maps with uconst

i mapping CP1 to the image under w of the center of
the i th disk. Let wEe;s D w for s D 0 and let wEe;s D Gw.EeI Euconst/st . Recall that
the subscript st indicates that we have replaced the gluing parameter t with st . The
maps wEe;s give a one parameter family of maps connecting w with one which is
constant inside of ei

�F
Dt1=4

�
for i � l .

Let C�l
t be genus-g surface constructed by gluing l copies of CP1 to †g using the

embeddings Ee�l . Recall that the first l embeddings correspond to trees with trivalent
vertices. The embeddings eij for i � l naturally can be viewed as maps to C�l

t . Recall
that there is natural holomorphic isomorphism d.Ee�l/W †g!C�l

t . Let Et
ij W D!†g

be given by Et
ij D d.e1; : : : ; el/

�1 ı eij with eij being viewed as embeddings of D
into C�l

t . Note that E1
ij D ei ı eij . Let EEt D .Et

11
;Et

12
; : : : ;Et

l2
; elC1; : : : ; ek/. Let

zs
ij 2†g � pt be points such that w.zs

ij /D we;s.E
t
ij .0//. These points can be picked

continuously using the diffeomorphism d.Ee�l/ and the bump function p . Since we;0D

w , z0
ij DEt

ij .0/. Since we;1 is constant in a disk containing the images of each Et
ij ,

z1
ij D zi D ei.0/. Let Ehs D .hzs

11
.r1/; : : : ; hzs

l2
.r1/; .ulC1I lC1/; : : : ; .uk I k//:
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We will describe the homotopy Hs between g0 ı d0 and g0 ı d1 in two steps. As
before, we let superscripts f and m denote respectively the projections onto the space
of functions and metrics. There are two main differences between g

f
0
ıd0 and g

f
0
ıd1 .

The map g
f
0
ı d0 involves gluing degree-one maps to a constant map and then gluing

that to w whereas g
f
0
ı d1 involves gluing degree-one maps directly to w . In the

interval Œ0; 1
2
� we will correct this difference. Thus, H m

1=2
will not involve gluing in

any constant maps. It will differ from g
f
0
ıd1 in that the degree-one maps are glued in

using the embeddings Et
ij instead of ei ı eij . In the interval Œ1

2
; 1�, this difference will

be corrected. See Figure 5 for a schematic depiction of this homotopy.

Let C W Œ0; 1�2! Œ0; 1� be a function with C.t; 0/D 0 and C.t; 1/D 1. In the follow-
ing subsection, we will put more requirements on the function C to ensure that the
approximate gluing map can be corrected.

For s in the interval Œ0; 1
2
�, we define H

f
s by the formula

Hf
s .T /DGwEe�l ;1�2s

. EEt
I Eh
f
1�2s

/

with Ehfs the projection onto the space of functions. For s in the interval Œ0; 1
2
�, we

define H m
s as follows. Let

 s
DGm

g
.Ee�l IC.t; s/0; : : : ;C.t; s/0/st

for s 2 Œ0; 1�. As before, the subscript st indicates that the gluing parameter t has
been replaced by st in the formula for Gm and the notation C.t; s/0 means we
have scaled the metric 0 by C.t; s/. As s approaches 0, the region where the
function wEe�l ;s

is constant shrinks to a point because the gluing parameter is tending
to zero. However, since we have modified the metric on the copies of CP1 , the areas
of the disks ei.Dst / do not stay roughly constant but instead tend to zero. Let H m

s be
given by G1�2s

. EEt I Ehm
1�2s

/.

Note that H0 D g0 ı d0 . It is not the case that H
f

1=2
equals g0 ı d1 . They would

be equal if you were to replace the embeddings e1 ı eij W D ! †g with Et
ij and

replace the metric g with  0 in the definition of d1 . For � 2 .0; 1�, and  0 a metric
on †g , let d�;

0

W A1! A0 be given by the same formula as d1W A1! A0 except
with e1 ı eij replaced with E�

ij and g replaced with  0 . Pick a path  0s with
 00 D  0 and  01 D g . We require that the path  0s satisfies identical continuity
and commensurability requirements to the path used in Section 7.2. For s 2 Œ1

2
; 1�,

define Hs by the formula

Hf
s .T /D g0 ı d

.2�2s/tC.2s�1/; 02s�1

1
:
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Qualitatively this portion of the homotopy can be described as making the embed-
dings Et

ij larger and making the metric agree with g outside of the image of Ee ı Ee�� .
This completes the definition of Hs .

q1

q1

const
w

q1

q1

const
w

q1

q1

w

q1

q1

w

Figure 5: The path Hs at s D 0; 1
4
; 1

2
and 1

Definition of ga on all of
R hol

†g�pt.R2; j / We will now define the gluing map on
AN ��

N . View the N –simplex �N as f.x0; : : : ;xN / 2 Œ0; 1�
NC1 with

P
xi D 1g.
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Recall that for T 2 AN , T can be described as a rooted tree with internal vertices
labeled by elements of D0

2
, root labeled by an element of D.†g � pt/ and leaves

labeled by elements of R2 . Let fTig be the subtrees of T minus the root. Since we
require that all of the labels of each Ti be composable, the tree Ti can have at most
two leaves. Let T1; : : : ;Tl be the trees with two leaves each labeled by r1 . Let ıi be
the depth of the trivalent vertex. See Section 2 for the definition of depth or note that it
is defined so that the face map dN will split the subtree Ti into two trees if and only
if the depth of the trivalent vertex is N . Likewise, the composition dN�1 ı dN will
split Ti into two trees if the depth is N �1 but will not if the depth is less than N �1.

Note that the homotopy Hs used to define the approximate gluing map only involved
changing the metric and function inside the images of the embeddings ei . For a
collection of numbers Es D .s1; : : : ; sl/ labeling the subtrees with trivalent vertices, let
H Es 2Map�.†g;CP2/�Metpc.†g/ be the function and metric defined using the same
formulas as those that were used to define H s except, in the i th disk, we replace s

with si . Let Ex D .x0; : : : ;xN / 2�
N . Let ı.Ex/D .xı1

; : : : ;xıl
/. We define g on the

space of N –simplices by the formula

gN .T; Ex/DH ı.Ex/.T /:

Note that these maps of spaces of simplices assemble to a map on the geometric realiza-
tion. The definition of gN is similar to the definition of gf

1
except we have N instead

of 1 variables parameterizing inserting in constant maps into disks and homotoping Et
ij

to ei ı eij . In particular, this definition agrees with the definition already given on the
1–skeleton.

7.5 Correcting the approximate gluing map

The approximate gluing map g
f
a W
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /! Map�.†g;CP2/ does not land

in Hol�.†g; .CP2;J //. The purpose of this subsection is to correct this problem. In
this subsection, whenever we take a norm of g

f
a .�/, the underlying metric on †g will

be gm
a .�/. To correct g

f
a to a map to the space of J–holomorphic functions, we need

to prove a few lemmas. First we need to show that

lim
t!0
kx@nlgfa .�/kLp D 0

for all � 2
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /. Then we need to show that

zDZ
ga.�/
W �.gfa .�/

�T CP2/!�0;1.gfa .�/
�T CP2/

is onto for Z D fptg. We will also need to show that for any compact set K �R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /, one can bound (independent of t ) the volume of gm.�/, the norm of a
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right inverse of zDZ
ga.�/
W �0;1.T†g/��.g

f
a .�/

�T CP2/!�0;1.g
f
a .�/

�T CP2/ as
well as kDgfa .�/kLp . Combining these results with Theorem 7.2 will allow us to con-
struct a map gW K!Hol�.†g; .CP2;J // for any compact subset K�

R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /.

Note that in Section 7.2, the existence of these bounds followed from compactness and
Theorem 7.5; however, in this context, one needs to say more.

In the previous subsection, we did not use that wW †g! CP2 was J–holomorphic.
However, in this subsection we always assume this.

Lemma 7.13 For any p > 2 and � 2
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /, limt!0k

x@nlg
f
a .�/kLp D 0.

Proof We will first show that limt!0k
x@nlh.r/kLp D 0 for all r 2 R2 . We have

that x@nlr D 0 unless r D .e1; e2; �/ with � 2 Œ0; 1
3
� and .e1; e2/ 2D0

2
.2/. We have

limt!0k
x@nlh.e1; e2; 0/kLp D 0 by Theorem 7.3. For � 2 Œ0; 1

3
�, by Theorem 7.1,

we can estimate kx@nlh.e1; e2; �/kLp by kx@nlh.e1; e2; 0/kLp . Thus, we have that
limt!0k

x@nlh.e1; e2; �/kLp D 0 for � 2 Œ0; 1
3
� as well.

Next we will show that, in the image of e0 , h.e1; e2; �/ has bounded first derivative
as t goes to zero. For � � 2

3
, h.e1; e2; �/ does not depend on t so this is trivial. For

� D 0, this is addressed in Remark 4. By construction, h.e1; e2;
1
3
/ is an approximate

gluing map with gluing parameter going to zero. By the arguments of [22, A.5],
h.e1; e2; �/ converges in the sense of [22, Section 4.4] to a nodal curve of type 4. In
particular, h.e1; e2;

1
3
/ converges to a constant map uniformly with all derivatives in

any compact set not containing e1.0/ and e2.0/. This shows that the first derivatives
of h.e1; e2;

1
3
/ tend to zero uniformly on the image of e0 and are thus bounded. For

� 2 Œ1
3
; 2

3
�, h.e1; e2; �/ is defined in exactly the same way as h.e1; e2; �/ except the

gluing parameter t is replaced by a number depending both on t and � . Thus, the first
derivative of h.e1; e2; �/ is also bounded as t goes to 0. For � 2 .0; 1

3
/, the derivatives

are bounded because h.e1; e2; �/ is defined as an interpolation between h.e1; e2; 0/

and h.e1; e2;
1
3
/.

The rest of the proof is just an iterated application of Theorem 7.3 and Remark 4.
Let wEe;Es be the function defined in exactly the same way as wEe;s except we use
the number si to scale the gluing parameter in the i th disk. By Theorem 7.3 and
Remark 4, wEe;Es has bounded first derivative and limt!0k

x@nlwEe;EskLp D 0. Applying
Theorem 7.3 to maps constructed by gluing maps of the form h.r/ to wEe;Es shows
limt!0k

x@nlg
f
a .�/kLp D 0.

At this point, we need to add more restrictions to our fixed J–holomorphic map
wW †g!CP2 . For arbitrary wW †g!CP2 , it is not true that zDga.k/W �

0;1.T†g/�
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�.g
f
a .�/

�T CP2/!�0;1.g
f
a .�/

�T CP2/ is onto. For example, we cannot take w to
be constant. Taking w to be constant would have simplified many things. For example,
we would not need to let the basepoint for hz vary. The property of w that we need is
the property that we prove often occurs in the following lemma.

Lemma 7.14 For all g 2 N0 , there exists wW †g ! CP2 and pt 2 †g such that w
is J–holomorphic and zDpt

wW �
0;1.T†g/��.w

�T CP2/pt!�0;1.w�T CP2/ is onto.
Moreover, the degree of w can be taken to be gC 1.

Proof Take a collection of rational curves
Fg

iD0
Ci . Let xi1;xi2 2 Ci for i > 0 be

distinct points. Likewise let pt;y11;y12; : : : ;yg1;yg2 2 C0 be distinct. Let C be the
nodal curve formed by identifying xij with yij . This is depicted in Figure 6. Note
that C 2 xMg . Let p0 2CP2 be the basepoint and pick a degree-one J–holomorphic
map u0W C0!CP2 with u0.pt/D p0 . For i > 0, let ui W Ci!CP2 be a degree-one
J–holomorphic map with ui.xij /D u0.yij /. By a positivity of intersections argument,
the ui will have the same image. We can in fact construct such ui for i > 0 by
precomposition of u0 with a degree-one holomorphic map from CP1 to itself. Observe
that c1.u

�
i T CP2/D 3. Since 3 > 1 and 3 > 0, Corollary 5.25 implies D

pt
u0

is onto.
Since 3>2 and 2>0, Corollary 5.25 implies D

fxi1;xi2g
ui

is also onto. Let uW C!CP2

be the map induced by the maps ui . Using the techniques of Section 6, we can use
this to show D

pt
u is onto. This implies zDpt

u is also onto and so we can glue.

Let Ct be the associated smooth genus-g curve and wW Ct ! CP2 be the J–holo-
mophic map resulting from correcting the approximate gluing map corresponding to
u (see Section 7.1). By Corollary 7.7, D

pt
w and zDpt

w are onto for sufficiently small t .
Since each ui is degree 1 and there are gC 1 of these maps, w has degree gC 1.

u1

u2

u3

u4u0

Z

Figure 6: The nodal curve C
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From now on, take wW †g ! CP2 as in the above lemma. Likewise, let j be the
almost complex structure on †g resulting from the above gluing construction. If we
could improve the degree bounds in the above lemma, we could accordingly improve
the homological surjectivity range of Theorem 1.4.

Lemma 7.15 For any � 2
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /,

zD
pt
ga.�/
W �0;1.†g/��.g

f
a .�/

�T CP2/pt!�0;1.gfa .�/
�T CP2/

is onto for t sufficiently small.

Proof Let Ee be a collection of embeddings of disks into †g�pt. Let EsDfs1; : : : ; skg

with all si 2 .0; 1/. First we will prove that zDpt
wEe;Es

is onto. Let C be a nodal curve
which is †g with a finite number of CP1 attached by attaching 12CP1 to zi 2†g .
Here zi D ei.0/. Let u be the map which is w on †g and constant on all of the
rational components. Call the constant maps ui W CP1

!CP2 . We will show zDpt
u is

onto which will imply that zDpt
wEe;Es

is also onto for sufficiently small t by Theorem 7.4.
Choose

.�0; �1; : : : ; �k/ 2�
0;1.w�T CP2/�

Y
�0;1.u�i T CP2/D�0;1.u�T CP2/:

Since zDpt
w is onto, choose .ˇ0; �0/2�

0;1.†g/��.w
�T CP2/pt with zDw.ˇ0; �0/D�0 .

Take ˛i 2�.u
�
i T CP2/ with ˛.1/D �0.zi/. In the proof of Proposition 6.4, we prove

that D1ui
W �.u�i T CP2/1!�0;1.u�i T CP2/ is onto for ui constant. Since D1ui

is a
restriction of

zD1ui
W �0;1.CP1/��.u�i T CP2/1!�0;1.u�i T CP2/;

the morphism zD1ui
is also onto. Thus, we can find .ˇi ; �i/2�

0;1.CP1/��.u�i T CP2/

with �.1/ D 0 and zDui
.ˇi ; �i/ D �i � Dui

˛i . Thus zDui
.ˇ; �i C ˛i/ D �i and

�i.1/C˛i.1/D �i.1/,

..ˇ0; �0/; .ˇ1; �1C˛1/; : : : ; .ˇk ; �k C˛k// 2�
0;1.T C /��.u�T CP2/;

zDu..ˇ0; �0/; .ˇ1; �1C˛1/; : : : ; .ˇk ; �k C˛k//D .�0; �1; : : : ; �k/:

This proves that zDpt
wEe;Es

is surjective for sufficiently small t .

Let .ei ; ej / 2D0
2
.2/=†2 , s 2 Œ0; 1� and view .ei ; ej ; s/ as an element of

Cone.D02.s/=†2/:

Next we observe that the map zD1
hf .ei ;ej ;s/

is onto for sufficiently small t . If s� 1
3

then
hf .ei ; ej ; s/ is a J–holomorphic degree-two curve so by Proposition 6.4, zD1

hf .ei ;ej ;s/
is onto. Let u be a map from a nodal curve of type 4 (see Section 6.2). These are maps
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ui W CP1
! CP2 for i D 0; 1; 2 with u0 constant, u1 and u2 degree one. The two

degree-one curves are attached to the degree-zero curve. By Proposition 6.4, zD1u is
onto. By Corollary 7.7, Dhf .ei ;ej ;s/

is onto for s � 1
3

and t sufficiently small.

There is a collection of embeddings ye and holomorphic maps Eu such that the map
g
f
a .�/W †g!CP2 is of the form GwEe;Es.yeI Eu/, with ui either degree-one J–holomorphic,

degree-two J–holomorphic, or of the form hf .ei ; ej ; s/. Thus zD1ui
is onto for small t .

The same arguments as the ones used to prove zDpt
wEe;Es

is onto for t sufficiently small
also can be used to show that zDpt

Gw
Ee;Es
.yeIEu/

is onto. Thus

zD
pt

g
f
a .�/
W �0;1.†g/��.g

f
a .�/

�T CP2/pt!�0;1.gfa .�/
�T CP2/

is onto for t sufficiently small.

Lemma 7.16 Let K �
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j / be compact. There exists a bound independent

of t for the volume of gm.�/ for � 2K .

Proof The volume of gm.�/ can be bounded by a linear function of the number of
subtrees of � plus the volume of 0 . In compact families, the number of subtrees can
be bounded.

Before we address a uniform bound for the right inverse, we need the following lemma.
Recall that for s a number and  a metric, s denotes  scaled by s .

Lemma 7.17 Let  be a metric on †g , s 2 .0; 1�, M a symplectic manifold with
choice of almost complex structure, uW †g!M a map and QW Lp.�0;1.u�TM //!

W 1;p.�.u�TM // a bounded linear transformation. There is a bound independent of s

for the norm of Q with respect to the metric s .

Proof Here we use superscripts to indicate which metric we use. By definition
kQks Dsup�¤0kQ�k

s

W 1;p=k�k
s
ƒp . Let rW W 1;p.�.u�TM //!Lp.�0;1.u�TM //

denote the Levi–Civita connect induced by the symplectic and almost complex structure
on M . We have

k�k
s
Lp D

�Z
†g

.s1�p=2/j�jp
�1=p

;

kQ�k
s

W 1;p D

�Z
†g

sjQ�jpC .s1�p=2/jrQ�jp
�1=p

:
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Here the integrals are with respect to the metric  (see [22, page 172]). Thus

.kQ�k
s

W 1;p=k�k
s
Lp /

p

D .sp=2/

�Z
†g

jQ�jp
���Z

†g

j�jp
�
C

�Z
†g

jrQ�jp
���Z

†g

j�jp
�
:

Both terms are bounded by .kQ�k /p and so the claim follows.

Recall that the metric gm
a depended on a function C W Œ0; 1�2! Œ0; 1�. We now require

that C.t; s/ be a continuous function with C.t; s/D .st/2 for s � 1
2

. This means that
for s � 1

2
, as the disks in which the function wEe;s is constant shrink, their areas shrink

proportionally to the square of their radii. With this added assumption, we can prove
the following lemma.

Lemma 7.18 For any � 2
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /, there exists a bound independent of t for

the norm of a right inverse of

zD
pt
ga.�/
W �.gfa .�/

�T CP2/!�0;1.gfa .�/
�T CP2/:

Proof The only portion of this that does not follow from a straightforward adaptation
of the methods of [33] is constructing a continuously varying right inverse for zDwEe;s

which is bounded as t tends to zero. Using the construction from [22, Remark A.4.1],
one can construct a continuously varying family of right inverses Qs

1
for zDwEe;s . Since

there is a pointwise bound on the first derivative of wEe;s which is independent of t , the
family Qs

1
will have uniformly bounded norm with respect to the metric g . Because

of our added restriction on C , for s 2 Œ0; 1
2
�, the metric  s is commensurable with g .

Thus, on Œ0; 1
2
�, Qs

1
is uniformly bounded with respect to  s as well. Note that  s

depends on t .

On the interval .0; 1�, there is another procedure for producing a right inverse to zDwEe;s .
The construction of the right inverse in [33] does not use that the metrics on the
irreducible components of the nodal curves are fixed. They can vary as long as the right
inverses on each irreducible component stay bounded. In our case, the metrics on the
leaves vary as we rescale them using the function C . However, by Lemma 7.17, this
does not cause the right inverses to become unbounded. Thus, we can find a family Qs

2

of right inverses of zDwEe;s for s > 0 which stay bounded as t goes to zero.

Let bW Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1� be some function with b.0/ D 1 and b.s/ D 0 for s � 1
2

. Let
Qs D b.s/Qs

1
C .1� b.s//Qs

2
. This gives a right inverse for zDwEe;s which is defined

for all s and bounded as t goes to zero.

The rest of the proof involves iterating the results in [33].
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Using similar arguments to those of Lemma 7.13, we get the following.

Lemma 7.19 For any � 2
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /, there exists a bound independent of t for

the Lp –norm of Dg
f
a .�/.

Combining these lemmas, we can construct the gluing map, the analogue of the scanning
map for holomorphic topological chiral homology.

Theorem 7.20 For any compact set K �
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /, there exist vector fields �� 2

�.gfa .�/
�T CP2/ continuously depending on � 2K such that g.�/D expg

f
a .�/

.�k/ 2

Hol�.†g; .CP2;J //.

Proof By Lemmas 7.13, 7.15, 7.18 and 7.19, the map g
f
a .�/ satisfies the hypotheses

of Theorem 7.2 for sufficiently small t depending on � 2
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /. Since K is

compact, we can choose t such that for all � 2K , gfa .�/ satisfies the hypotheses of
Theorem 7.2. Thus we can find such a vector field �� 2 �.g

f
a .�/

�T CP2/ such that
expg

f
a .�/

.��/ 2 Hol�.†g; .CP2;J //.

Corollary 7.21 The image in homology of g
f
a W
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /!Map�.†g;CP2/

is contained in the image in homology of i W Hol�.†g; .CP2;J //!Map�.†g;CP2/.

Proof Let K �
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j / be compact and let gW K!Hol�.†g; .CP2;J // and

�� 2 �.g
f
a .�/

�T CP2/ be as in Theorem 7.20. Let H W K � Œ0; 1�!Map�.†g;CP2/

be given by the formula H.�; s/ D expg
f
a .�/

.s��/. The map H gives a homotopy
between i ı g and gfa restricted to K . Since the image of i ı g in homology is
contained in the image of i and every homology class is in the image of a compact set,
the claim follows.

8 Homotopy between gluing maps and scanning maps

By Corollary 7.21, the image in homology of the approximate gluing map is contained
in the image in homology of the inclusion of the space of J–holomorphic functions
into the space of all continuous functions. The goal of this section is to study the image
in homology of the approximate gluing map and compare it with the scanning and
stabilization maps defined in Section 2 and further studied in Section 3. In the first sub-
section, we investigate the dependence of gfa W

R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /!Map�.†g; .CP2;J //

on w . In the second subsection, we show that hW R2 ! Map�.CP1;CP2/ can be
interpreted as a map of partial D2 –algebras up to homotopy. In the third subsection,
we prove the main theorem of this paper, Theorem 1.3.
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We denote the projection gfa W
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /!Map�.†g;CP2/ simply by ga as met-

rics will not be relevant in this section. We likewise denote hf W R2!Map�.CP1;CP2/

simply by h.

8.1 Untwisting the approximate gluing map

The purpose of this subsection is to study how

gaW

Z hol

†g�pt
.R2; j /!Map�.†g;CP2/

depends on the function wW †g!M .

First note that the formula for ga extends to all of
R
†g�pt R2 since the fact that the

disks were embedded holomorphically was only relevant for correcting the approximate
gluing map. Moreover, the definition of ga did not use that the map w was holomorphic.

Definition 8.1 For vW †g!CP2 , let

gvaW †gW

Z
†g�pt

R2!Map�.†g;CP2/

be the function defined using the same formula as gaW
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j/!Map�.†g;CP2/

with w replaced with v .

Recall that the name of the basepoint in †g is pt and the name of the basepoint in CP2

is p0 . Recall that �0.Map�.†g;CP2// D Z and this integer is called degree. In
Section 2, we defined stabilization maps which give maps TaW Map�.†g;CP2/!

Map�.†g;CP2/ for every element a 2 Mapc.B � pt;CP2/. Here B is an open
ball centered around pt. The map TaW Map�.†g;CP2/! Map�.†g;CP2/ can be
defined as follows. Let d W †g � pt! †g �B be a diffeomorphism. For m 2 †g

and f 2 Map�.†g;CP2/, let TaW Map�.†g;CP2/! Map�.†g;CP2/ be the map
defined by the following formula:

Ta.f /.m/D

8<:
p0 if mD pt;
a.m/ if m 2 B � pt;
f .d�1.m// otherwise.

Note that �0.Mapc.B � pt;CP2// D Z and we also call this integer degree. Up to
homotopy, the map Ta only depends on the degree of a. Let Tk W Map�

d
.†g;CP2/!

Map�
dCk

.†g;CP2/ denote a stabilization map which raises degree by k . Note that
topological chiral homology is functorial with respect to open embeddings. Let eW †g�

B!†g � pt be the inclusion map.
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Proposition 8.2 Let k be the degree of wW †g!CP2 and let constW †g!CP2 be
the constant map. The following diagram commutes up to homotopy:

R
†g�pt R2

gwa
// Map�.†g;CP2/

R
†g�B R2

e�

OO

R
†g�pt R2

gconst
a

//

d�

OO

Map�.†;CP2/

Tk

OO

Proof The map gva does depend on v . However, up to homotopy, it only depends on
the class of v in �0.Map�.†g;CP2//. One can easily construct maps of every degree
which are constant off of B . Thus the map w is homotopic through based maps to
a map w0W †g ! CP2 which is constant off of B . Let a 2Mapc.B � pt;CP2/ be
the restriction w0 to B . The above diagram commutes on the nose if one replaces w
with w0 and interprets Tk as Ta . Thus, the above diagram homotopy commutes.

Note that all maps Tk are homotopy equivalences. Additionally, the inclusionZ hol

†g�pt
.R2; j /!

Z
†g�pt

R2

is a weak homotopy equivalence. Thus, to prove the main theorem, it suffices to prove
that gconst

a W
R
†g�pt R2!Map�.†g;CP2/ is a stable homology equivalence. In other

words, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 8.3 The image in homology of gwa W
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j /!Map�.†g;CP2/ con-

tains the image in homology of

TgC1 ıgconst
a W

Z
†g�pt

R2!Map�.†g;CP2/:

8.2 Comparison of the D2 actions on R2 and �2CP2

The goal of this subsection is to modify the map hW R2!Map�.CP1;CP2/ so that
we may interpret it as a map of partial D2 –algebras to �2CP2 . Recall that we view
Cone.D0

2
.2/=†2/ as the quotient of Œ0; 1��D0

2
.2/=†2 identifying all points of the

form .�; 1/. Since we do not let basepoints vary in this subsection, we drop the z

subscript on the function hW R2!Map�.CP1;CP2/.
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Modifying h We will define a function yhW R2!Map�.CP1;CP2/ which is homo-
topic to hW R2!Map�.CP1;CP2/. Recall that the definition of h required fixing a
function q12Map�1.CP1;CP2/. Let qs

1
be a path of degree-one maps with q0

1
Dq1 and

q1
1

constant on the image of e0 2CP1 . We define yh.r1/ to be q1
1

.

Let fsW CP1
!CP1 be a path of degree-one maps with f0 the identity, fs.1/D1

and fs.e
0.D//� e0.D/ for all s and f1.e

0.D//D f1g.

For s � 2
3

, we define yh.e1; e2; s/ to be h.e1; e2; 3s� 2/ ıf1 .

Recall that h.e1; e2; 0/ was an approximate gluing map denoted ha . This map implicitly
depended on the gluing parameter t and the degree-one map q1 . Here we indicate
this dependence with a superscript. Let �.s/ be the affine function with �.1

3
/D 1 and

�.2
3
/D t . For s 2 Œ1

3
; 2

3
�, we define yh.e1; e2; s/ to be h�.s/;q

2�3s
1

a .e1; e2/ ıf1 .

For s 2 Œ0; 1
3
�, we define yh.e1; e2; s/ to be h1;q1

1
a .e1; e2/ ıf3s .

The key features of the function yh are that it is constant on e0.D/ and we have set
the gluing parameter equal to 1 in the approximate gluing map. Normally it does not
make sense to let the gluing parameter go to 1. However, it does make sense when
both functions are constant on the images of the embeddings as is the case here.

The usual model of �2X used to define the D2 –action is

�2X DMap..D; @D/; .X; pt//:

Since yh is constant outside of D �CP1 , we can view yh as a map yhW R2!�2CP2 .
This allows us to make sense of the following lemma.

Lemma 8.4 The map yhW R2!�2CP2 is a map of partial D2 –algebras.

Proof This follows from the definition of yh. This is similar to the fact that Et
ij D eıeij

when t D 1, an observation made in Section 7.4.

8.3 The main theorem

As was noted in Section 8.1, to prove i W Hol�.†g; .CP2;J //!Map�.†g;CP2/ is a
stable homology surjection, it suffices to show gconst

a W
R
†g

R2!Map�.†g;CP2/ is a
stable homology equivalence. This is the goal of this section. This will follow from
the following lemma. As in Corollary 3.13, let h0W

R
†g�ptR2!

R
†g�pt�

2CP2 be the
map induced by yhW R2!�2CP2 .

Lemma 8.5 The map gconst
a W

R
†g�pt R2!Map�.†g;CP2/ is homotopic to

s ı h0W

Z
†g�pt

R2!Map�.†g;CP2/:
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Proof The maps are equal if one replaces h with yh in the definition of gconst
a and

sets the gluing parameter equal to 1 everywhere except in the definition of yh. Note
that we can set the gluing parameter equal to 1 since we are gluing maps which are
constant in images of the embeddings. Since h is homotopic to yh, gconst

a and s ı yh0

are homotopic.

We can now prove the main theorem.

Theorem 8.6 Let J be any compatible almost complex structure on CP2 . The
inclusion map i W Hol�d .†g; .CP2;J // ! Map�

d
.†g;CP2/ induces a surjection on

homology groups Hi for i � .d �g� 1/=3.

By Corollary 7.21, the image in homology of

i W Hol�d .†g; .CP2;J //!Map�d .†g;CP2/

contains the image in homology of gwa W .
R hol
†g�pt.R2; j //d !Map�

d
.†g; .CP2;J //.

By Lemma 8.3, this contains the image of

TgC1 ıgconst
a W

Z
†g�pt

R2!Map�.†g;CP2/:

Note that TgC1W Map�
d�g�1

.†g;CP2/!Map�
d
.†g;CP2/ is a homotopy equivalence.

By Lemma 8.5, the image in homology of

gconst
a W

Z
†g�pt

R2!Map�.†g;CP2/ and s ı h0W

Z
†g�pt

R2!Map�.†g;CP2/

agree since the two maps are homotopic. By Corollary 3.13, the map

s ı h0W

�Z
†g�pt

R2

�
d�g�1

!Map�d�g�1.†g;CP2/

induces an isomorphism on Hi for i � .d�g�1/=3. Thus, i W Hol�d .†g; .CP2;J //!

Map�
d
.†g;CP2/ induces a surjection in that range.

Remark 5 One can also use the techniques of this paper to establish a version
of Theorem 1.4 with fixed almost complex structures on the domain. If j is an
almost complex structure satisfying the conclusions of Lemma 7.14 with zDpt

w re-
placed with D

pt
w , then the map i W Hol�d ..†g; j /; .CP2;J // ! Map�

d
.†g;CP2/ is

a stable homology surjection. Currently the author does not know how to show
i W Hol�d ..†g; j /; .CP2;J //!Map�

d
.†g;CP2/ is a stable homology surjection for

all j since it is unclear how to improve Lemma 7.14 to allow arbitrary almost complex
structures on †g .
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